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'OVERVIEW OF UNIT CONCEPTS
*-,

9F 7 -
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1: ;We liveln a deep oceari of-air muèh like marine/life lives in an.ocean of water.
'This eir an invisible gas' thit'is fouhd in water; some solids ''and above the

sd4id earth%
. .
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2., MAtter As,inything that has meight and-otcupies1space. All Mafter%differs in..

t: color, shape 4pd textui-e. Air is a form of vidtter that is'colorless% odorless'',

tasteless,-invisible and tates up SOace.

.Air is a form ofnlatter that.hat weigbt and eierts preSSur.
..

.

. ,

. :

4. Living, thingS need air7to functfon properly..,-, he great ocean_of air in which,

we live is-a, mixtur df many gases and is tall dAhe -atmosphere. There are

.our)-layers of air ifl the atmosphere -- the tropoSphere, stratosphere, iond-'
'sphere and exosphere.

,

' A

- - , t 4 . .

.5. Airdworks for us, but-the ahOunt of air we haVe:and .can use on SpaceShip Earth
is limited,: , ,, -,. ;

. li
,

6. Polluted air is air that cOntainsjmpUrities./ .MOst air Pcilfiii4on.f-S-..caused-by:
. . .

.

Tian and-harms life and property on"Spaceship Eartn..,.:
%,-. % ,

,

7. Correcting airpollutipn is both possible and necessary. too-Kids join Future.,
_

.
Man, the problem.solver, as'he develops creative solutions,to A problems of
the environment and to the quality of.life in-the futUre.

. _

,

HECPFUL HINT

4

TEACHING THIS. UNIT

,

,A
Before.a student can begin to understanddar llollution he should learn about air,
What jt is and what it can do.- This Pik is desiOped to involve children with learn-. '

. .

...
ing'inore about air and what js harpening to the air that is All about them.- Evolving-
out of these eXperiences with air will come the backgrOund nedessary for decision
making concerning the pollution of our living environment.

Since the study of our environment has becbme such a Comnion language in our many
erent areas of.study, each concept has beevdeveldPed into several disciplines-7

Sci noe, social studies, music, art and the languag*arts. /There may be times when

the entire day will be devoted to developing a given concept; using several disCi-
,

pli es for that day.
* e .

Necessary materials not found in the regular classrooms are included ip a.Aft, with

materials for each lesson packaged separately ahd,those materiAls to be used in more.
than one lesson loose in the kit. '4 .., .

P
1The7e. Atra activities are designed priMarily for ke g the accelerated learners-

busly and. interested. The unit is designed fod' 4eJs .

#
/ .

Good luck to you ECO-KIDS,----and have.fun!

.
.'
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:FNINGS,TO. DO BEFORE. TEXCHING THIS PAK
,

1. The suggested list°of visual aids includes descriptive summaries of eadh film and /1

,

. -

,,filmstrip. Select the ones 'you.,wish to 'use and make necessary arrangements for
s.ecuring them. 'Ifyou-are working in the Hfghline District, SeattTe, Washington,
ell of the visual aids'are available from the E.R.M. library. It.would be
well,to, place yeprorder three weeks before beginning theunit. Order blanks are
included in this Pak.

-2. Secure a daily Paper for each clas's member.
Suggestion:

Contact ajocal neWspaper to see if they will deliver copies for a minimal
charge.

4,Seattle area: I"

Seattle Times - 622-0300
' Seattle P.I. ,- 622-2000'

3., Contact the cai^eer people you wish to bring in to yOull classroom and set up a
date, preferably for lessons .#6 and #7. .

Look in the-yellow pages of your local telephone book to secie num4et's
for:

1. Local T.V. Stations to secure a Weather forecaster
Seattle Area:

KING - 682-3555' KCTS - 543-2000
KIRO , 624,7077 KTNT - 682-0550

! MO 624-6000

2. Local Radio'tations to secure an announcer.
Seattle Area:

KOMO - 624-6000 KJR - 937-5100 KU' -.682-3100
KING - 682-3555 YGDN- 542-3139 KIXI- 623-6910
-KIRO - 624-7077 .KTW - 624-6226 KAYO- 623-2480

3. LOcal Newspapers to secure reporters
v..Seattle Area:

V. Post Intelligencer- 622-2000
Seattle Times - 622-0300
Highline Times - 242-0100

Kent Nets Journal - 872-6600
Federatitiay News - 839-0700
Tukwila News Register - 244-2763

Shduld you decide to iecure speakers, have the students.compile questions they
would like answered. Mail,this list to the speaker to Ove him some guideliriO,
for his presentation. It will be of interest for the children to know not only
what he does,- but what skills and training ai-d`required for him t perform his
wbrk.

4 A .field trip to a local T.V. on, Radio Station or a News per could cul-
minate the unit. If you wish to clude such a,trip,-make t e necessary arrange-
ments now. Verify your date by f ling out the request fo for your trip and
at the pr.oper time send hOe student permit slips. . If no chool buses are avail-
able perhaps arrangements could be made for parents to p vide'transportation.

i

. 5. Have a folder for each student into which he'will put is daily work, including
work Oleets,"creative writing, etry, spelling, ill trations, newspaper a .1-

ticles'and art work. At the cl se of the unit each hild will assemble t

book and design 'a cover.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

WHAT IS ECOLOGY?

;Ecology is the study of all livingtthings and the relationships between them-
selves andstheir environment.

WHAT I'S EtIR0NMENT?

EnvironMent is all of the things around a,living plant or animal. EnviroilM*1(
is all that can be seen, felt, tasted, touched and,smelled. °- -

WHO ARE ECO-KIDS?,

Eco-Kids are champions of what is good and clean and are friends of plants and
animars. They are aware of all pollutions and are constantly battling these
mysterious enemies for survival of Spaceship Earth.

WHAT.IS SPACESHIP EARTH?

Spaceship Earth is our world and we are all crew members aboarCi this Spaceship.
We must stdrt learning what we need to know in grder to stretch our supplies
abgard this ship. tpat,training will we need? Where can we get this training
and whew should it start? The success of Spaceship Earth depends on each of us

WHAT IS MATTER?

Dierything in the world around us is matter. It is anything tht his wightYaWd
takes up space. It may be visible or invisible, living or noni-living. It can
exist in 3 states - 'solid, liquid and gaseous.

WHAT IS AIR?
s-,

Air is a gaseous form of matter. It is made, up of gases, about 78% nitrogen,
about 21% oxygen and *tie remaining 1% iscortosed of carbon dioxide, water vapor
and other gases.

. f.

WHERE IS AIR?

The earth is surrounded by gas t make up the air. It is found'in soil,
rocks, water and above the soli earth.

'WHAT ARE THE PROPERTIES OF AIR?

Air'takes up-space, is colorless, odorless, tasteless, invisible, has weight
and exerts'pressure in all directions.

WHAT IS ATMOSPHERE?

Atmosphere is-thoi mass of air, 5001mires, to, possibly 22;000 miles high, which
surrounds-=.the earth.

1

5
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WHAT ARE THE FOUR LAYERS- OF 'AIR IN THE ATMOSPHERE?

The atmosphere is div.ided into layers,- the exosphere, ionosphere, stratosphere
and, next toaEarth, the tOoposphere.

WHAT IS'SPACE?

, Space is the region beyond the erth's layers of atmosphere.

WHY DO ANIMALS NEED.AIR?

All living things, except a few bacteria, use'the oxygen in the air, combined
with the fooa they,consume or store, to 'release edergy to carry on life activi-
'ties. .

WHY DO,PLANTS REED AiR?:

Green plants need carbon dioxide from the air, which is one of the materials used
for photosynthesis, the food making'process in plants. Without this carbon di-
oxide green pluts could not make food and without "the food stored by green plants
'life could.not exist. .

WHAT IS WEATHER?

Weather,is the state or tondition of 'the atmosphere, including the winp, clouds
and temperature.

WHAT IS ROLLUTED AIR?-

Every year'in the United States the atMosphere receives about 133 mil'Uon tons
of pollutants. The five-major types of pollutant's are nitrdgen oxide', sulphur
dioxide, hydrocaybons, carbon monoxide and particUlate matter,

-

WHAT ARE THE MAIN SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION?

The primary source1s-3ransportation, all types of motor vehicles. They account
for 51% of total tonnage of air pollutants in the U.S. Other sources include
manufacturing activities, electrical-Power generating plants, all heating units,
both large and small, land fill operations, garbage dumps and indivitual refuse
burners..

WHAT IS SMOG?

Sunlight "cooks" the'mixture of hydrocarbons and, nitrogen dioxide which are formed
.- by gasolinepowered engines. This-,"cepking" makes other gases whith are called.

smog.

WHAT IS A TEMPERATURE INVERSION?

An inversion layer of air ishot air that is formed at a fairly high.altitude.
It is hotter than the air near the earth's surface and causes the air hear the
surface to be trapped where it is. It'cannot rise.because the air above it is
hotter than'it is. Nitrogen dioxide and unburned hydrocarbons will be trapped
for days at a time, wpile the sunlight changes them into smog.

a
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MASTER MATERIALS LIST

To facilitate the use of this kit:materials for each lesSon are packaged separately:
Materialsthat will be used in more then one lesson are.loose in the kit. An over-
head projector and the Air Resource Center will be uti-liZed in eadi lesson. All bf

the transparencies and pictures are placed in envelopes. .
,

PACKAGED LOOSE IN, KIT

Lesson 1 Sponge
Piece of wood
Rock
Bottle and funnel

'Transparency list-
.ing air pro-
perties -

Lesson 2 Transparencies:
Air propertis
Ajr related words
Picture of matter

Science'experiment
cards

3 cOvered jars
Piece of cloth'
Medicine'dropper
Empty can
Water gun

NON KIT

Strws . . Small covered box
Plastic baggies & ties Aquarium 2/3 full of water s,

Balloons Water for tumbler
Tumbler Soil

Bark from a tree \

Chalk
Clay
Straight pins
Construction paper, 18x24"

- Drawing paper 9"x12"
Writing supplies

Dictionary for each student-
Air.notebooks,
Wat

ass bowl 2/3 full Orwater
Matches
ClaY
Paper Towels
Newspaper for each stddent
Air Materials:

scissors, paste, crayons,
9"x12" constructiOn paper;
yarn, cloth, scraps of
colored paper

2 sheets thin,paper 9"x12"
Writing materials
Yardstick
4 sheets 9"x12" paper
Paper bag
Water
Pan or_aquarium
Nir Notebooks
Newspapers
Magazines
Scissors and paste
Music Books; Grade 4,

. Silver Burdttt, if available ,

White coRstruction paper,
9"x9"

Plastic baggies & ties
Tumbler
Balloons
traws

I(
Lesson Transparency of Ball of string

air related words Balloons

Activity cards Tumbler

Food coloring. Sti-aws

Large -handkerchief
Empt,Ohread spool

.3



PACKAGED

Lesson 4 .Transparency depicting
Earth and spheres

Picture of plants and
animals

MapLof U.S. ta be .

dupllcated for
students

-

Lesson 5 Transparency of story :
starters

Lesson 6 'Transparencies:

1. Housedust
2. Train smoke
3. Gases, cars and buses
4. Caveman
5./Temperature, inversion

, Candle,

Tile
Tweezers '
Glas slide
Vaseline
Magnifying'glasS,
Flashli9ht
Pictures of clean' and

polluted air

LOOSE IN KIT

Plastic bag
Thermometer

Thermometer
Straws

Lesson 7 Transparencies:
1. Ringelmann Chart
2. Electrostatic precipitator
Rubbercomb.
Piece of wool clo.6

#

NON KIT
.

Dictionary for'each student
Air notebokks
Writing materials
Green plant ,

Green,leaves from a tree or
plant . ,

Newspapers
Art materials:

drawing paper, paste,
,scissors, colored paper

'Music Books, Grade 4

Dictionary for each student
°Writing materials

.

Air notebooks
U.S. wall map
Nenspapers
White construction paper,

9" x 12"
Variety of colored tempera

paints
Volunteers from 5th and 6th

grade instrumental clasi
with their'wind instru-
ments

5. bean bags dr 5 small
balls of yarn

Writing materials
Airnoteboóks
Clay
Tape
/acuum cleaner. (from janitor
Facial tissue.
Dirty furnace filter.
Piece of nylon stocking
Cardboard frame
Guest speaker
Mutic Books, Grade 4
ArtAaterials:

crayons, water Colors,
paper, materials for'
collage

Wriii materials
Atr no -150oks
Sheet of paper
Chalk dust
Musical recordings brodght

by xolunteers
Art materials
18"x24" colored Construction
phper
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. SUOLEMENTARY BOOKS

(A suggested list for use ih Air Resource'Center

1. ABOUT OUR WEATHER --: iRibson (3-5)

2. AIR ALL.AROUND -- Pine and Levine (3-5)

3. AI:TIND WATER --- Palmer (3-6),

4. K Kittelkamp, (3-5)

5. LET"S4G0 TO STOP AIR POLLUTION -- Chester (4-6)

6., THE AM 'ABOUT US Parker (4-6)

7. THE FIRST BOOK OF AIR

. THE FIRST BOOK OF SCIEN

Knight (3-5)

E EXPERIMENTS -- Wyler (4-6)

00'

9 THE HOW AND WHY WONDER BOOK OF SCItNCE EXPERIMENTS -- Keen 4-6)

10. THE HOW AND WHY%WONDER BOOK OF WEATHER -- ponsall (4-6)

11. THE TRUE BOOK OF AIR AROUND US Friskey (2-5)

12., WHAT IS -AIR Piltz (3-6)

f3. WONDERMORLD OF AIR,-- Fisher (3-5) '
TEXTS

-

1. CONCEPTS-IN 4CIENCE, Book'd, Brandwein A.

Unit Four,4The'Travels of Some Molecules, A New View of
Matter, Pages 9942,3

2. SCIOCE IN YOUR LIFE, Book 4, Schneider.

Weather, pages 49r76
Moving Things in Air, pages 146-158

," You Use Air, pages 159-1.67

SCENCE, UNDERSTANDING YOUR.ENVIRONMENT, Book 4, Silver Burdett

. Unit72, Usicig the Atmosphere, pages 27-32
Unit , Moging Man and Matter, pages 83-107
Unit .7, Understanding the Weather, pages 189-215,
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LESSON FILMS ,

AIR: A FIRST FILM (FA-1968) 10 min.
Our earth is covered by an'ocean
orair. Although it is all .

around us, air cannot be seen,
but still it is_an important
pareof the world on which
we live.

2

4

SUGGESTED LIST Of VISUAL AIDS

a

WIND-SOUNDS (Churchil)l9684 Ann.
Explores a way so ndslatte4r9,,,,'
duced on wind instruments:, piild-
ren experiment with magin'Tsoun'ds
on objects as well aS instruments.

NEWSPAPER SERVES ITS COMMUNITY
(FA-1966) 15 min.

How a newspaper work.i. Emphasizesr!,

the ways it serves its caMmunity.

AIR AND WHAT IT DOES (EBE-1962) 11 min.
The problemosolving approach to
real-life.situations gives chtld-
ren an opportUnity to "discover"
basic concepts about 'air. :They
will learn how.it moves, expands
or contracts, exects pressure and
why it is essential to living
things.

4 OCEAN OF AIR (United World-1961)
14"min.

Combines pfiotography and'animation
to heTp students-understand the
what, where ana how' of air, and
its meaning to plants and animals.

AIR, WIND AND'WEATHER (Eyegate-1958)
36 frames

Covers basic theories: animals
and plants need air to live;
wind is moving air;.rain and -

,

snow come from cl6uds; clouds
from water vapor in the air; .

, and other facts.

FILMWIPS

THE AIR (EBE-1955) 50 fOgiles
Art work explains the following
basic concepts.about air: thatitis all aro4lad us; that it
presses again ?! things; that we
can make the air moye; that the
air around u's is always moving;
that moving air is useful; and /

that itcovers earthilike a
blanket.

.

HOW ANIMALS LIVE IN THE AIRi(Curr.
1951) ?7 frames

Basic principles of fllght;
special adaptations for-getting
food.

10 41. t
A



LESTON , FILMS

AIR ALL AROUND (McGraw-1963) 11 min.
Illustrates some of.the ways in
which we use air: in tires, in
air brakes and air drillse in
sand blasting,'in furnaces and
camp fires,Ntor jet planes, to
fly kites, et.

WIND: A FIRST FILM (FA-1966) 10 min.
Nde cannot see the wind, but we
can see what it does. As it
moves ovor city and countryside,
_it lifts ourWites, dries4the,
wash on the Tine, and shakes
the trees. Sometimes it
brings clouds thaymake rain.

WIND AT WORK (Dow1in3-1960).11 min.
What makes the vi/hd and what ,

the wind does is ekplained i
live photography and by gra
illustration and animation.

FIRE: WHAT MAKES IT BURN (EpE-1962)
11 min.

Uses simple laboratory demon-

, strations to 'show what is needed
to make a( fire, what a flame is,,.
ho combustion tikes place? and
how a fire can be extingutshed.

ENERGY.CRISIS (Jurnal 1972) 12 miry.
ReViews the different energy-sources

- 4Ad indicates the length of time we
'may be able to depend on them. A
cOnventional steam driven-electri-
cal power plant, a hydro-electric
plant and a nuclear power Ant,
bare-visited to display how each
genera4tes power and to4how the

(limitations each has in satisfying'

-(, future demand for power. Ends with.

"Fast Breed attor" arid "Fusion

Reactor" deve opments.

FILMSTRIPS'' 41;

STORY OF THE AIRIEBE-l953)
Pictures show how the atmosphere

'in.motion enables ice and water.
to change the eaith''S surface;

/-hovsPranges in temperature help'
tear down rock; how winds use
dust an&sand to change.the land.

,

AIR.POLLUTIONA FIRST FILM.6FA=1971)
B'Min., .

Air pollution.irritates oureyes and
-nose, causes diseases,.and damages

pf4Int and animal 'life: Almost all
of man's activities $an contributZ to
air poliUtion, so everyone ls re-
sponsible and must share in correct=
ing our pollution pit?blems.

9



LESSON

7

'FILMS

CONSE0iNG OUR ENVIRONMENT:
POLLUTION CRISIS (Coronet-1972)
14 min.

Confronts students with the
overwhelming nature of the
-human-created pollution pre-
dicament. Also shows that
there are human-made so1U-
tions.

IT'S JUST 05,PIECE (Sensory 1974)
13 min.

Designed to create an awareness'
of the beauty of nature, ex-
pands into.specific-examples'
bf litter, air, water and noise
pollution. Emphasis is on'an
individual's attitude-toward
each,

JOEY'S WORLD'(Pyramid Films 1973)
23 min.

Shows man wasting his energy .

resources. Effective format,
tough narration, borders on
negatNe aspects but the
strong overall theme is "I
can savelthe earth". -

UNCLE SMILEY GOES PLANTING (LCA--19720
16 Min.

Uncle Sinijey, !takes his group of,
young fvfend,scon a hi-ke through

. the foreWtwplant a tree. A
series of;Misadventures teach
lessons in safety, litter cleanup-
And forest'fires.

FILMSTRIPS
' .

AIR POLLUTIO (Centron-1972) 105 frames
Scrutin es this major environ-
menta/l/pftblem-in a thoughtful
manner; su§gests specific activ-
itie for stwients to hqlp 1=111.-

bat pollutiafi in their own com-
munities.



-CONCEPT:
. g

'MATEitIALS:

PROCEDURE:

, .

LESSON 1

Air:is,an initisibl:e gas that is found in water, some solids, and_above

:the 101-Wearth...,'.We live ip a deep ocean of air much like marine life

livt'in 'an 9Cean of water.

. Kit Mater:Ws

10.
St

0;

.B.aggjbiand tie -

Balloon
qumbler
sponge
Piece of wood
Rock.

Bottle and funnel
Transparency listing air

properties

Non Kit Materials

Overhead projector
Discovery'box, a small box with cover
Supalementary books on air
Aquarium 2/3 full of water
Water for tumbler:
Soil
Bank from a tree
Chalk
Clay
Pins -

Construction paper, 18"x24"
Drawing paper 9"x12"
Writing supplies

ORAL LANGUAGE
Inquiry:

Show the class a discovery box which is filled only with air.

The purpose is to improve their ability-to ask questions and

to determine the properties of air.

Write the word property on the board.

What is this word and what is its Meaning? Discuss. (A quality

belonging especially to something. Soap has the property of

cle'aning dirt.)

You are to determine what is in this box by asking questions.

To'help you do this, you_will ask me questions to which I can

answer only yes or no, and you can then disaover the'properties

orwhat is in the, box. For example, what are the properties

of this chair, and what are Some questions you could ask to

determine these properties? (Is it made of wood, does it have

weight, _is it smooth, is it useful, etc.)

Raise your -hand if you are ready to ask a question concerning

the contents of this box. When you have finished asking your
'question and I have answered you with yes orrno, please say,

"I pobs". You then choose someone else to ask his question.

You must ask questions to which I can answer only yes or np.

Do you all understand tha procedure?

After they have determined that the conents of the box is air,

guide them into a discussion of comparing pure air with the

air in various communities, such as industrial, city, forests,

etc. Hopefully, some of the following properties orair will
be discovered. .Write them on the board.

13



1. Pure airtis colorless.
2. Pqrq.air)is odorless.
3. Pure air is tastelesS.
4. _Pure air is invisible.
,5. Air works for us.
6. 'Wind is moving air.

(.4 7.

.

Air takes up spacg.

%. If sOdents have had no experience with some of these pro-
perties, wait'until latgr to present them.

1%2

Write the word Environment on the board. AO does this word
mean to you? Discuss.

t .
What 7.8 your environment? Think of,all your surroundings -
'includiAg other humans, animals, plants,- weather, air and so
on. What are your five (senses? (sight, touch, taste, smell,
hearing) Can you see your environment? Can you touch it?
(Discuss each of the senses in relation to the environment).

What are some natural things in your present environment?
(chairs, tables, classroom, clock, books, clothing, etc.)

Write the word Ecology on the board.

This word is fast becoming a part of everyone's vocabulary.
What does it mean to you? Discuis.

The-word ecology comes from two Greek words: oikos, meaning
house, and logos, meaning to study. Eology, then, is a
study of houses. Do you agree? Why?

We cakz think of the entire earth aa a "house" where we aZZ
lire. Ecology is a study of all living things and the re-
lationships between themselves and their environment, or the
place in which they live. We can think of oui home, the Earth,
as a spaceship and reftr to it as Spaceship Earth.

4We live in a deep ocean of air much like marine lift lives in
. an ocean of water. Do you agree with this statement? If so,
why? If not, why not? (Open erided discussion.)

REAPING

Materials: School and room libraries.

With you i:. librarian, set up a time when you can send committees

to the library. Ask your librarian to help the students select
books and materials pertaining to AIR. These will be checked
out and placed in the classroom AIR resource center.

Write the word Eco-Kids on the board.

What is this word and what kind of kids woul.d they be? _Discuss.
Add this idea, - Eco-Kide are champions of what is good and

14



1-3

clean and are friends ofplants and animals. They are aware

()fall pollutions and are constantly battling these mysterious
enemies for survival of Spaceship Earth.

Write the words Spaceship Earth on the board.

What is this word and what does it mean? Discuss and add to

their answers, Moroceship Earth is our world and we are all

crew members abO.ard this Spaceship. As crew members; we must

'learn how to stretch our supplies aboard this ship, for the
success of SpaCeship Earth depends on each of us. What train-

ing &ill We need? Aerie can we get ihis training and when
should it start? Discuss. (By reading, observing and asking
questions concerning what is needed to survive on this Earth,
what natural resounces Earth provides, how we must take care

of these resources, etc. This learning must be continuous,
beginning in the home with pre-school children.)

SCIENCE

1

For, the next two weeks we wiZZ do research reading to learn,
more about air on Spaceship Earth. Committees will go now to
oUr school library and check out books and any other materials
that have information, stories, and experiments per'taining to

air. Other committees will check books and encyclopedias in

bur room library. Another group will set up a resource center

for these books here in our classroom. Our library maP have,

filmstrips pertaining to air. A committee wilt check these
out and place them in our viewing'center. (Select, the

committees and proceed with setting up the resixer,ce center.

Get eyeryone involved.)

You'may want to begin the science lesson by,sliOwing;the

suggested visual aids, or any other aids whiqk'are availabje

to you. Follow with a question and answer se$ion.

Demonstrations, using kit,materials:

Since weinow know that we live in an oceanlir,'how might
we discover and prove that there is an cean,df,alr around

us and that many things in our enviro entiCantain'air?

Class discussion.

1. Ask for a volunteer to blow through a drtnking straw.

Can we see air coming. out of the oppotitO or& of the ,straw?
(No)

How can we know for sure there is airvotning out? (By

feeling it.)
'

2. Another volunteer blows up a small baggle and ties it.

Row is thisSbag different now? Is it tighter or heavier

in weight? How could we prove that there may be a
difference in weight? (Discuss.)

15
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3. A volunteer blows up a balloon. ,

Pinchthe balloon and tell us what you feel inside. (Air)

The only thing you put into the balloon was air, so it .,

(That air is real.)
must be air that you feel. What does this prove?

4

4. Anzitter-volun-teerfill-saglatstumblerwit-hwaterand
class looks for bubbles in the water.
If there are bubbles visible, what do they prove?
(Presence of air.)

5. Have another volunteer place a straw in* the glass of
water and blow through it. They will observe air bubbles
rise to water surface and will see the presence of air.

6. We have proved that air is present in water. How can we
determine whether or not air is present in objects such
as rocks, soil, bark of a tree, wood, stone, chalk, sponge,
etc. . (Emerge in water and watch for bubbles.)

While_a committee sets up an aquarium with water, let
other students suggest and'gather items to be tested.
Show them the items provided in the kit and let them
provide additional items. If an aquarium is not available,
any large glass container may be used. Students should
be able to compare differences in the amounts of bubbles
emitting from the different objects.

7. .Prove that air is real and occupies space:
Materials: aquarium or glass bowl filled 2/3 With water,

2 plastic glasses.

Push an upside-down glass -straight down into the container'
of water. Tilt the glass.slightly and some of the air will
get out-ind bubble up to the surface.

Push two upside-down glasses into the water until both are
completely under water.

r%
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tTilt one glasttio thai all of- the air: wi 1 , Atubble to th$ '--,
surface. ,Oge:glass will now be full ckf Water, and the'
other full of air. Raise them sp that theen ends of
the,..glasseS rema=ln beneath the water, but *st of the
glaSses are out ibf it, as shown in tlie pictUre. Moye
the glass full'tif air so that an edge is under the glass

--f-ta-1-0-fwater-,-2-4opingjt so that the air bubbles up in'--
to Atilv.glass fill.). of water. As the air from one gl-ass
`.0uJ3T,ps into the other, the glass full of water will be-
co ;tilled Wtth air and the glass which was filled with
atr.kill nOw,be filled with water.

4 \
'You%

vcqg keep pouring the air back and forth from one glass
to, the otherif you are careful. Air, like water, is real,

'. cand twk real things cannot fill the same space at the
same time, so\ a glass may be filled with either air or )

Water, but not.both.

r' f
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Mater' : narrow necked bottle, funnel, clay, glass of
water, On and 2 volunteers.

/

P ce a funnel into/the bottle
d seal it wfth clay-around

ti

the outside of th bottle's
rim. tecond vol teer now
,tries to pour wa er into the
bottle through/the funnef.

/
.

Why doesn't "e water go into
the bottle? /(The bottle is

already full of air and there
is no room for the water.)

What can,be done to get the
water intb the bottle? .(Take -
a pin and puncture the clay
seal.)

What wi.l happen new if we try
toigoUr,water i,nto the bottZe?
whYtUAY-will 'be able tO
escape tbragh the pin hole asy.,,,;.

.

it makes roomfor the water.tfi-ii

Aeg,41:-
What factdoes this experimentwAi
demonstrate? .(That air is real
and tt does take up space.)

a

a.

A transparency listing.the properties of air is included in the
tit. It may be used as you summarize the lesson. 4thow only

, those properties studied today.4,

What additiCns can we make'to our list of air properties?

POstible answers: Air is real and takes mp ipace.,,Air is present
in many different.things.

Use transparency to show these additionsof air properties.'



v.,

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

Leave the experiment materials set up and suggest that during free
time individuals or small groups try the experiments on their own.

Tomorrow you will be performing exper'iments in small groups and
we will need some materials.. Ask volunteers to bring the folldw-
ing articles fgr tomorrow's lesson -- glass bowl, m gaiines,
daily neyspapers.

SOCIAL STUDIES
A

What pgople in our working world perform tasks that are related'
in any way to air? Do some brain storming and make a Zist.

This may be done individually, ih pairs or small groups. When-

finished, share the lists with the class.

,.,.ART .

Material's: 18" x 24" construction paper, one for each student

Each of you will make an AIR notebook. Into this notebook you
will put illustrations and written results of science experiments,
things you write creatively about air, incly4ng poems, stori4f,
and puZzles, spelling word lists that pertdikto air, ankone
sectfqr can be a What cduld the scrap book section
include? (Daily loca and national weather reports, local weather
predictions, news articles and-picturesconcerning air, wind

..,storms:*air pollution, etc.)

Hand out the construction paper and fald into 9" x4,12" covers

Each day's work will be put into these foldem, gnd at th
- of our AIR study, you will design a permanent cover for y

book. On this temporary cover you can now design a title and'y'our
name, so each folder can easily be identified.

Give each student a.piece of 9" x 12" drawing paper. Ask them to
something that will %prove the presence of air. Encourage

them,to be imaginative and illustrate something different from thd
experiments we used in science class tOday. When the pictures are-,

completed have them write an explanatiortof how this illustration

proves the presence of air. Share with the class, then place into

tpeir folders.

SUGGESTED 1. Drop a ping-pong ball _into the water in a glass bowl. Invert a

EXTRA glass tumbler oven the-floating ball. Push down, Note the level .

AtTIVITIEt: of the water as you push downward. What is happening? Why?.

2. Fill a bowl with water and p1ace it in a pan to catch the overflow

as you perform this experiment. Partially inflate a balloon. Forcd

the balloon under water...so that the entire balloon'i under the-.

water surface. What happens to the water in the container? Why

did it overflow? .-Have the balloon inflated still urtherand sub-
merge it again. What, happens this time? Why did more water over-

flaw/ What does this show about air?

19



LESSON 2

CONCEPT: Matter is anything that occupies,space. 'All matter
shape and texture. Air is a form of matter that is
less, tasteless, invisible and takes up space.

One day, interdisciplinary

MATERIALS: Kit Materials:
Transparency 1 isting air

.propertits
Transparency of air related

words .

Science experiment cards
3 covered jars
Plastic baggies and, ties
Tumbler
Balloons
Tumblers
Piece of cloth
Medicine dropper
Empty can
Straws
Water gun
Transparency depicting hiatter.

a

PROCEDURE: ORAL LANGUAGE

Write the wor:d matter on the board.

What is this word and what is itsmeaning? (Elicit answers and
then have the'c]ass use dictionaries to look uR its meaning.
Discuss)

Write on board, All things are matter.

What does this say? Do you agree? Why or why not? (Discuss)

!

A-

differs in color,
colorless, odor-

Non Kit Materials:
Overhead projector
Dictionary for each student
Air notebooks
Air Resource Center

0

Water
Paper towels
Glass bowl' 2/3 full of water
Matches
Clay
Newspaper for each child"
Art Materials:

scissors, paste, crayons,
9"x12" construction paper,
yarn, cloth, scraps of
colored paper. .

Do you see any, matter in this room? (Discuss)
,

.. Howwould you decide if these things you have mentioned are matter?
(Do they take up space, have weight, are they soltd, liquid or
gaseous.)

From our discussions Zet us now Compose a goo4 definition for the
word matter. (Write theie definition on the board and have the
class copy it. Place into their notebooks under the heading
"Glossary".) .(Discuss the meaning and value of a Glassary,)

'Definition: Matter is anything that has weight and occupies space.
Everything in the World around us is matter. Matter can be solid,
liquid or gaseous. Matter differs in color, shape.and textUre.

20
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Let us review the properties of air that we learned yesterday.
Why did we say pure air is colorlessi odorless, tasteless and.

invisible? Have you. erienced air-that was not pure?. Where?1

How could you tell it wczs not pure air? (Discuss, using trans-

parehcy that lists'prop rties of air, but show only those pro-

perties studied yesterday.) . .

>. h

What did we do yeste
(Blew atr into a .ball

s.qny shape of i

y 4i1) prove that air takes up space?
on and baggie.). Would you say that air:"

9 Why? Why not? (Discuss

Can )you now compose a good definition for air? H(Discuss. Com-

pare their definitions with that found in .17REir dictionaries"-.)

- 'Definition: Air is an invisible gas that is found above the
earth, in water and in some solids.:. kt is a form of matter that ,
is invisible, aotlOrless, odorless, tasteless, has weight and takes
up space.. It has no definite shape of its Own.

Write the definition on the board for the class tO copy and place
into their glossaries.

READING:

. Materials: Room.Resource Center wit AIR books

Individuals, or students working in pairs, select' an AIR book 6
from the Resource Center and all will engage in a silent reading

period. At a given time they will present to the class an inter-
esting fact from his reading. .Some may choose to ask a question

pertaining to air.
o

SPELLING:

Let each student make a list of air related words that he thinks
will be used during the study of this Pak. Encourage them to use
dictionaries, supplementary books, science books and daily papers.

At a given time let them share their lists and as words are
suggested you write them on a chart, overhead projector, or black-
board. Use phonetic skills in helping the students spell correctly.
Use skills such as syllabication, digraphs, dipthongs, silent let-
ters, final tit:, long and short vowells, etc.

This is a suggested list of words.:

air invisible breathe forecast -9aseous

space
matter

earth
spaceship

polluted
pollution

experiment,
visible

space

properties shape ecology shape (etc.)

odorless Eco-Kids environment liquid

tasteless oxygen Weather solid

21
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,

If possible, make a transparency of your list of words; o be used
in ftture lessons, or use the one included in the kit.

MATH:

y9cienti8t8 iiee a measure. c4lled Cubic centimeters (cc) to describe
'hop much space certain matter fills. Could we 8dj that the human.

. .

brain'is matter? ADtscuss),
1

v-The human brain- -fills,l00.c.c of the...8pace in the skull.' A chiMp.-"

.\sanzee'Evbrainlls 500 cc of the space in-hie skul\l, Estimate how
much larger the human'brain. is than a champanzee's brain. -(3'times)

\

0\

Could medication in the form of a8pirin be,considered matter? How?
(Discuss. Has weight, occupies space', etc.)

A doct6r prescribed a dose of 20 grains of aspirin a day for an')
.adult patient. Each aspirik an adult takes contains 5 grains.
How many aspirin tablets a day did the doctor'prescribe for his
patient? (20 = 5 = 4 aspirins)

f

Students may compose math problems for the'class to solve.

SCIENCE:

TOVide the OasS into sik,groups and.set 110-Six experitent stations
with the necessary directionsand.equipment'for groups to perform
experiments. Each group selects two people:a leader who will read
the directions and a second person whd Will record the data at each

,station. The recoMers Will.need a paper and pencil. Each group
will then, begin at a given,station aod.at.your appointed time.the
teams will progress.to the'next station, continurng until they.
tave tried all experiments. At thp end of thesession.COmpare data

,. and drawcConclusions. .

Station 1. (Matter)
Materials: 3.jars - one with waier, one with gravel and one

- empty
,

,
.

.

\

...

. .

.
, . ,

s\a Directions: Only your leaden will peek into the,jars,to_de-.
terminethe contents. Your lemler will,now con-

' duct an inquiry session so that-you Can determine
the contentof each jar. Your'recorder will re-
cord the 'properties_of,the matter in the jars as
you Make your discoveries,

Station 2. (Sta es of matter, solid, liquid and gas) ,

Materials: 3 plastic bags and ties, tumbler of water '

Directions: U ing three plastic bags, can you design a
ex eriment to show the three states of ma ter --
so Id, liquid and gas? Record your xpriment
and results.

22
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station 3. (Air is invisible and has no definite shape
Materials: Plastic bagS, balloons

Directions: Gases, or air, have no definite Shape. They take
the shape of the container they occupy. Can you

- prove this by performing an experiment with a
plastic bag?. balloon? Make a list of,other
things yal might use to prove that ain4 invisible%
colorless and has no definite shape of its,own. 7

Record your results. )-
,

Station, 4. (Air takes spice)
Maierials: Glass bowl 2/3 full of water, tumbler, paper towel

piece,of cloth

Directions: Push the Piece of cloth to the bottom of a dry
tumbler. Turn the tumblen upside down (making-

.

sure that pe cloth stays in place), and(push it
straight down into a bowl of water. Be sure that
theibowl holds enough water to cover the glass.
Remove'the tumbler 4nd examine the cloth. Try, it

ain and this time use the paper towel. Crump
up into a ball and-put itdown into the tumble

* at happened each time? You have proved that air
has what property? Record your results.

Station 5. (Air is real and fills empty,things)

Materials: Tumbler orwater, mediclne dropper, drinking straw,
wate'r gun, empty can wistli a:hole in the top and
bottom of it.

Directions: Are the medicine dropper, drinking straw, water
gun and the can really empty? Using the water in
the tumbler can you prove that they are or are not?
If they are not really empty what have you done to
their contents when you placed water in them? Re-

cord your discoveries.

Station 6. (Air takes space)
Materials: Glass bowl 2/3 full of water, tumbler, ball of

clay, match

Directions: Make a small ball of clay. place it into the
tumbler and press it down so that it will stick

N, to the bottom of the glass. 'Stand a match up in
the clay. The-head of the match must not come up
above the top of the glass.

Turn the glass upside dowT and push it straight
. down into the water. Lift the glass out of the

water. With dry hands take out the match. Iljt
wet? Try to strike the match. Record your dTs-
covery. .

2 3 ^i



Summary:

Compareodata and draw conclusions for each of the six
experime4s.

SOCIAL STUDIES:

Materials: Newspaper for each student. Scissors, paste, AIR
notebooks

f; become familiar with a daily paper and to learn where to look
, for articles pertaining Ito AIR, peruse an issue tdgether, locating

and naming the various sections. Discuss each section, usin§
questions such as:.

Had&an the editorial page be used as a sounding boar4for local
and national environmental problems and for solutions to these
problems?

In addition to the editor, what other types of workers are employed
by hewspapers? (Cartoonists, photographers,ofeature story writers,
poets, reporters, sports editors, etc.)

Now that you have become familiar with the many gectiono . a
'daily paper.' can you find news articles or informatioe ted to
AIR? In wh-cizt section would you be most likely to line' .4infor-

, mation? (Discuss)

Cut.out articles or pictures that you find and paste them ifto
your AIR notebooks. Share with thq class.

MUSIC:

ART:

Do members of a band and orchestra use air in any way.to produce
musical sounds? How? Wiat instruments are used? (Discuss)

If available, show the film "WIND SOUNIA". The accompanying
record illustrates what you have discussed.

Air passing over the reed of a clarinet makes the clarinet produce
a musical sound. Air vibrating acrips the mouthpiece of a flute
makes high, thin notes. Air vibratIng in a, French horn makes
mellow, rich sounds. Air passing through a tuba makes a low, low
sound. Air helps to make many musical sounds and carries these
sounds to our ears.

a

Materials: crayons, scissors, glue, boxes of colored paper scraps,
yarn, pieces of material, sheet of 9"x12" construction
paper for each student

Make.a picture of, yourself doing same f4n.thing in an environment
that haS many different.kinds of matter, showing a gas, a solid

2 4
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and a liquid. You may use' crayons, cyt ar torn colored paper,

yarn arid other things eromcour-box of' art,supplies.
.

.

Share the finis
N

hed pictures with the elass. Display on bulletin Nm,

board and place in folders whdn this MC il completed.
i

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY: Show the transparency that depidts matter. Direct the'class tR make

three columns on their papers, heacling each column with astate of
mktter:

1. Solid 2. Gas 3. Liquid

SUGGESTED
EXTRA
ACTIVITIES:' 1. Set up a discovery, table in the Science resource center. Cover

the table with paper. In the center place some gravel, bottle
of water, inflated balloon, small living plant, tree branch, rock,
pencil, crayon, book, ice cube, etc. ,Write partial words at ran-
dom on the table, such as 1 q d, d, g 15, m er,_

.1 vngnnl v ng

From the picture, lista 1 matter they see and place each item in its
proper category.

Turpo-their papers over and list.othet matt they see in the classroom,

plicing each ttem in its correct category.

2 '

Students will examine the items on theitable'and complete the
words om their own sheets of writing paper. Then tjley Will list

the objects in their Rroper category. When all hale led a turn; °

let volunteers go to the table and fill in the'letters for the un-

finishei words. Others'can go to the table and write the names of
,the objects under the names of theiP proper categories.

2. MUSIC MAKER
Make a musical instrument using air and anything else you Wish.



...CONCEPT:

TIME:

MATERIALS:

LESSON

Air is a form of matter that has we-Wilt-and/exerts pressure.
4 01

One day,,Anyrdisciplinary,

a
ls

Transparency of air rel ted words
Science activity cards
Ball of string
Balloons
Tumbler
Straws
Food coloring
Large handkerchief
Empty thread spool

PROCEDURE: ORAL LANGUAGE:

We have learned several things about air.. Dd you find it difficult-
to picture something you can't see and difficult to believe some-
thing is real ifyou can't look at it and touch it? (Discuss)

We have discovered that air and water can't fit i.nto the same glass,
any more than you and'a friend can fit into the same clothes at
the same time. We have proven that air is real, that it is a form
ofmatter and it takes up space.

Today we will try to discover something else about air. Do you
think air has any weight? (Discuss) Do you think there is any
difference between warm and cold air? Which do you think im
heavier? In your research reading today Look fbr information
about warm and cold air.

Air has great weight. This weight actS as a fbrce on everything
on earth. This force is called pressure. How much does air weigh?
It depends on when and where'yOu meastire it. The air in your
living room may weigh as much as you db. ?Tight now theire_is a
column of air resting ton your head and shoulders which is several
hundred miles high. It weighs hundreds of pounds. How can you
support such a weight? You couldn't_bear it at alZ if the same
air pressure in your body didn'ot also push in the opposite cHrection.

Let's try an experiment to proVe this theory. A volunteer holds'a.
thin piece of paper.9" x 12 in both hands. Another volunteer
pushes a finger against one side of the mer and pokes a hole
right through. Take another piece of paper and the second voluntper,

Ala Kit Materials

Overhead projector
2 sheets thin paper 9" x 1
Air ResoufeerCenter
Writing materials
Yardstick
4 sheets 9" x 12 paper
Paper bag
Water
Pan or aquarium
2 Cards - 5" x 7"
Air notebooks
Newspapers
Magazines
Scissors.and poste
Music Books, Gr: 4,

dett if available
White construction paper

Silver

II

Bur-

9" x 9"

4
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using a finger of each hand pushes at the same spot from ,ach side

of the paper.

How does this demonstrate the air pressure around you and the air
pressure in your body? Discuss. (The'pressure of air in your
body is equal to the pressure of that column of air resting on
your'head and shoulders.)

READING:

Using the'llir Research Center, do research reading today to
disöover the differencesjoetween warm and coZd air, and hnw we

can be sure that air has-weight.

4

SPELLING!

Add io the 'Oellinglist any more air-related words that the class

may have discovered. Write them on the board, on your chart or

overhead; as the students share the words orally. Students will

write them add place the list into their folders.

Their addition's may include:

exerts
pressure
weight

27
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Show the transparegcy (or chart) of spelling words, in addition to
today's.new words. Have each student alphabetize the complete
list of words. Place the list into their AIR notebooks for future
study and reference.

CREATIVE WRITING:

Write too paragraphs.
cold air are different
tell how you know that
your AIR spelling list
words correctly. Edit

MATH:

4-1

The first paragraph will tell how warm and
from each other. The second paragraph will
air has weight and exerts p;ressure. Use
and your dictionaries to help you spell

, share and place in folders.

Materials: Paper And pencils. 1

Air pressure at sea level is about 15 pounds per square inch.
Suppose the top of a note pad is 9 square inches. How many pounds
of air pressure will be pressing down on the note pad? (Discuss,
then each child solves the problem individually. Compare answers.
15 x 9 = 135 pounds)

Air pressure becomes less as you rise frOm the earth's surface.
About one half m'ile above thR earth, the air pressure is almost
two pOunds less than at sea level. If the air pressure is 15
pounds per square inch a sea level, how great is the pressure

.

one
4

half mile about the earth? (13 lbs,) How many pounds of air
, pressure will be pressing down on the top of the 'same note pad now?
\(13 x 9 = 117 pounds)

Jet airliners travel where the pressure is about 5 pounds on AO
.square inch. The pressiav inside the plane must be made greater
than the outside pressure. Passenggrs could not,live in air as
thin as the air outside the cabin of the plane. Let us suppose
there are 25,739 square inches on a wing of ostr plane. How many
pounds of air pressure will be pressing down on that wing? (Dis-

cuss, then each child solves the problem. -Compare answers.
. 25,739 x 5 - 128,695 poun,d5)

Encourage the class to create similar story problems for the class
to solve.

SCIENCE:

Materials: Set up eight experiment stations with the necessary
equipment for (groups to perform the experiments.
Divide the class-into eight groups and each group.
selects a leader and a recorder.

4
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Today we have eight experiment stations. The class 6in ipe

divided into that many groups and each group will be assigned
only one station where you will practice doing the experiment that
is set up there. When all the groups have prdcticed you will pelt-
fbrm your experiment again--this time for'the entire glass. The

leaders will explain what you are going to do,and will ask the
.--class what they predict will happen: Aftertyou have performed '

the experiment, the leader will ask the class to tell what did
happen, why it happened and what your experliment proved. Are-

'there any questions?

Station 1 (Air has weight)
Materials: Yardstick, string, balloons

Directions: Tie a yardstick to the back of a chair. Make
sure that the string is in the exact middle of
the yardstick, and thatthe yardstick is balgnced
so that it hangs in a straight horizontal position.
Blow up two balloons that are the same size. Tie°

the ends of the balloons and fasten one to each
end of the yardstick, the same distance froOthe
ends of the stick. Carefully put a hole irLthe
neck of one of the balloons with a pin. Explain

what happens. What two properties of air have
you proved? Record your discovery and state which
property of air this proves.

Station 2 (Air exerds pressure)
Materials: Paper bag, 2 or 3 bookr,l-rriting epaper and pencil

Directions: .Place a paper bag on the table. The open end

shoul0 be over the edge. Place a book on the

bag. Now hold the open end of the bag against
your mouth and blow hard. .What do you predict

will happen? Try the experiment. What did happen?

Why? Add one or two more books to the first one.
Again blow up the bag. What happened? Why?

Record your discovery and state which property of

air this proves.

Station 3 (Air
Materials:

Directions:

exerts pressure)
2 sheets of ,paper 9 x 12, writing paper and pencil

CruMple one sheet of paper into a tight ball and
leave the other sheet flat". Drop the pieces of
pap& at the same time and from the same height.
What do-you predict will happen? Why? Now peis-

form the experiment. Make a note of the result
and state the reason for the result. Can you

think of any other objects you might use to try
this experiment? Try some.

29
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(Flat piece.flutters down, while wadded paper falls
quickly. This is because air pushes in all directions,
but the broader the surface the greater the upward
push, so the flat piece comes down more slowly.)

.)k .

1,
.

Station 40. (Air presses in a,(11 directions and can support a column
of water.)

Materials: Tumbler, car'd, water and aquarium or large pan,
writing paper And pencil

Directions: Air pushes down. Air pushes up. Air pushes on
all sides of things. Find out how air pushes.a
Fill a tumbler with water. Hold a card on top.
Turn the glass upside down and take your hand
off the card. Perform.the experiment over the
pan. Before you perform the experiment what do
you predict wilt happen? Why? Now,yerform the
experiment. What happened? Why? What property

. of air is proven by this experiment? Record your
discoveries.

StatiOn 5 (Air exerts pressure)
Materials: Straw, piece of paper, writing paper and pencil.

Directions: Hold a straw in your hand. °Like the pressure with-
in your body, the air pressure ini:e the straw is
the same as the pressure on the o ide. Cut a
piece of paper about one inch squire. Hold it
against one end of the straw and suck through the
other end. Continue to suck but remove your hand
from the piece of paper. What happens? 'Why?
Record your discovery and state which property of
air this- proves.

(As the air is sucked from the straw, the inside air
__pressure becomes less than that outside the straw.
The outside pressure pushing the paper at the end of
the straw'holds it in place.)

Station 6 (Air exerts pressure)
Materials: Tumbler, water, straw, food coloring, writing

paper and pencil t

Lair

'.Directions: ,Lower a straw.into 4mbler of colored water.
, Does water enter the straw or not? Remove the
straw from the tumbler. Place your finger over
the top open end and-lower the straw into the
water again. What Aops the water from entering
the straw?

'a

Remove your finger while the straw.is still in the
tumbler. What do you predict will happen? Why?
What does happen?

30
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With the-straw still in the water, again place-
your finger over the top open'end. Remove the

straw from the water. What do you predict will

happen? Why? What does happqr Do you know

why? Record your distovery and state which pro-

perty of air this proves.

(The water cannot enter the straw while the air is kept in.
When the finger is taken away from the end of the straw the

water will rise into the straw until it reaches the level
of the rest of the water in the glass.' When this happens,

some of the air inside the straw is pushed out through the

top. When the straw is lifted out of the water and the.,
finger is on the top of the straw, the water will stay in
because no .air can come in the top and the air pressing up
at the bottom is strong enough'to hold the water in. When

the finger is reMoved the air-presses down from the top
with as much force as it presses up from the bottom and
the weight of the water causes it to,drop from the straw.)

Station 7 (Air exerts pressure)

Materials: 2 pieces ofcpaper 9"x12", writing paper and pencil

Directions: Hold two Oiecesof paper about four inches apart
and blow between them. What do you predict will

happen? Why? Try the experiment. What happened?
Record your discovery-and state which'property of

air this proves.

A

(The,pieces of paper will come todether because as the
air in the space between the.strips moves ahead in one
direction,,this air pressure will be less that that on
the miter sides of the papers.)



Station 8 (Because of.its pressure, air gives su-pport to objects)
MateriaTs: String; 4 pieces each 2'feet long, lage.handkerr

chief, empty thread spool, writing paper and pencil.

pirections: Make a parachute by tying strings to the four,
corners of the large handkerchief. Attach the
loose enas of the strings to 'the empty thread'
spool. Fold the chute around the spool and toss
it into the air. What.happens? Why? Make your
predictions before you toss the parachute into the
air.

You may wit to try rolling pow parachute in
diffecaFt Ways tb see which will work the best.
Record...yetli; discpvqy and state what property of
air this'ftrillm

(As an objectfalls through the air, the air must separate
in front of that object, flow around it and close in be-
hind it. The parachute falls slowly because it is not
heavy; therefore, it does not have the force with which
to push the air from its path.)

SOCIAL STUDIES:

Continue yesterday's lesson. Encoueage the students-to look for
AIR news items in papers and magazines at home. Brintheir
articles to school to share, then place into their notebooks.- 4

ART:

If 'you have a set of music books that you,use with your class, let
the students look for.any songs thatOmay pertain to the wind or
aif. Enjoy singing these songs.each day as you work with'this
Pak.

SUggestions:
Making Music Your Own, Grade 4, Silver Burdett

Now Let Me,F1Y, SPiritual, Page 38
Ezekial Saw the Wheel, Spiritual, page 39
The Little Barn Owl, Page 33
Over the Sea to Skye, Page 108
Open the Window, Noah, Page 124

Materials: 'White construction paper, 9"4", crayons

Directions: Flying is a kind of swimming through the air. As a
bi.rd flaps 7ft-s wingei ii pushes back Against the air, juet as .

swimmers ewim in the water by Oushing against the water. Could
birds fly,if there were no air? Why not? (Discuss)
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Today' we wiZZ,make a bird by using a Japanese art fo Origami

is the traditional Japanese art of folding paper into variety of

objects. We will fbZd a peahen which is the female pe fowl and the
male is called a peacock.

. Fold a square piece of paper in-
to a triangle, crease fold and
open out. Then.fold'as shown-in
figure one so that the edges meet
in the center.

2. rold as-shown in figure two.

3. Fold in half as shown inliguRe
three.

4. Fold.neck.piece back as shown in
:figure four. 'Then open the fold
and press with a finger at the
base of the fold so that the neck
piece folds iR between the wings
as shown in Tigure five.

,33



EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY: -.-

SUGGESTED
.EXTRA
ACTIVITIES:

3-9 e .

5. Reptet'ais fold for the head,-
so that.the head is folded in-
side the neck piece as shown in
figure six.

.1

. Draw lines parallel to the,body
and color as you like.

Distribute the evaluation test for this lesson. As tthe work sheet is

completed they could work on any of the suggested -activities.

Materials: Hard-boiled, shelled egg, empty milk bottle, piece
of paper, map.ch..

Directions: Place a harid-boiled, shelled egg on top Of an empty
milk bottle. Remove the egg and put a crumpled pieoe of paper down
into' the neck of the bottle. Set the paper on fire and push it
down inside the bottle. Place the-egg on top while the paper-is
still burning. The egg will pop into the bottle. io remove 'the

egg, blow into the bottle hard. What property of air has been
proved?

e 9

2. Run across the yard 'holding a lai-ge newspaper inifrOnt of you.
Run the same distance without the newspaper. Which was,easier
and was there a difference in yopr speed? Why? ,

b
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EVALUATION FOR LESSON 3

'DATE NAME

WHOH IS EiEST?

Circle the best answer to complete each of the following ,sentencqs.

'1 'Air presses on things

, that are flat from the top only from a 1 sides
'

from the
inside only.

. ,
. ,

2. My beach ball,'when filled with air, differs from when-it wa emptY by

. 0 . .
/

weighing more weighing less weighing the same weighing 5 times as
at

much

3. Air in my bicycle tires is matter in the form of

gas liquid solid all of these

4. my desk is matter in the form of

liquid solid gas all of these

5. Air pressure is the least

at sea levei t top of a mountain in a,10 story buildinga

in the atmotphere Where lets travel

TRUE OR FALSE?

On the blanks write T if the sentence is true and F if the sentence is false.
. ..x

1. Air pressure is..the property of air that pushes against me.
,

2. Air presses'on me only/hen I am outdoors.

3. Air in my pocket is a form ofluftter that has no weight.

4. The pressure of air in m/boy is equal to the pressure of that column of
air resting on my head and shoulders.

Air pressure becomes less as you rise above the earth's surface.

Warm air is lighter in weight than cold air.

When I open my window both at the top and the bottom, the coOl air rises .
and goes put the top opening of my window.

My drinking straw is filled with air before I putpilk into it.

A.toy parachute. falls. Slowly-becauselt is not heavy and it does tiot have
force to push:air froM itt path.-

10: Biids could.fly.if there were,no air present.



CONCEPT:.

LESSON 4

Living things-ineed air*to function properly. The great ocean of aie in
which we live is a mixture of many gases, and/is ca)led the atmosphere.
There are.four layers of air in the atmosphVe, -- the troposphye,'
stratosphere, ionosphere and exosphere.

TIME: One day, interdisCiplina

MATERIALS: Kit Materials
Transparency depictfng the
Earth and the sphees

Thermometer
Plastic bag
Picture of plants and animals
Map of U.S., to be duplicated

for students

PROCEDURE: ORAL LANGUAGE:

L

/.,

Non Kit Materials ,.

Overhead projector
Air Resource Center
Dictionary fot each student
Air notebooks bp,

Writing materials
Green plant
Green leaves froM a tree on

Aewspapers
Art Materials: drawing paper,

paste, scissors, colored paper
Making Music Your Own,,Grade 4,

Silver -Burdett and accompany-

ing records, if. available

We know that we live at the bottamof a deep ocean and that thici
ocean is different from oceans we use for swimming or boating.
This ocean we live in is, more than 500 miles-deep. Can we see it?

(No)

This ocean is made up of what matter? l'Air) We.liveoat the

%bottom of this great ocean.

Write the word atmosphere on board or overhead projector.

Weat is this word? What doe's it mean to you? (Discuss)

Atmosphere ia anothermame r air. Th4ord comes from two Greek
words.. These worda mean "v r" and "place °faction". Without
thts vapor, or gas, living things would die. What does "placie of

action" rda,acniA46 yOu? (Discuss)

Show picture or trafigpai'ency6as you discuss:" The atmosphere is
divided into layers - the exogphere, ionosphere, atratosphere and,
next to Earth, troposphere.

Where do you think that atmosphere WU be the thickest and have
the most oxygen, near Earth dr far from 1

Where could we breathe the-easiest and best? (Near Earth)

. .

An our, air, water andifo zebi found Ina:4e a litae apace right
around the Earth; it extendd otly about one mile above and one
mile below the earth's surface. a This small area we live in is

called the biosphere..

NearY 4hy? Aatscuss.



Cloud's, winds and storms"
troppsphere and biosphere.
fly above the troposlohere?

storms.)

4-2

or our weather -- Occur inside the
Why do you suppose jet planes often
(To get above the weather, out of

How is tWs-great ocean of air held in place?, (Gravity that pulls
everything toward the center of the Earth.)

The troposphere is the layer of many changes. We call these
changes weather. When we look about us we can often SEE changes
in the troposphere. What are some changes you have seen? (Clouds;
snow,rain, sleet, lightning, etc.')

We can FEEL Changes in the troposphere, too. What are some changes
you have felt? (Snow, cold, warmth, wind, rain, toena4, etc.)

We can HEAR changes in the troposphere. What are changes you have
heard? (Thunder, wind blowing and.hoWling, rain, hail; etc.)

Which layer of the atmospheré is a.good place fbr air travel?
(Stratosphere) Why? (Planes do not run into storms of the trop-
osphere)

Bow do you-suppose this layer differs from the troposphere? D4i.,

cusA. (Most of it is very cold, with temperatures as cold as
100" below freezing. There is less air pressure, There is not
enough oxygen to breathe. It has a form of oxygen called ozone
which shields the earth from harmAil rays of the sun.)

If these things are true about the 8trato4here, how can man sur-
vive in airplanes when they travel in this layer of air? (Planes
carry an artificial atmoSphere inside the cabins. They are
pressurized and carry emergency oxygen masks in case the cabins
are punctured.)

The iondphere is above the stratosphere. The high temperatures
in this layer would be unbearable to man. What causes these high
temperatures? (Rays of the 'sun.)

The exosphere is the region farth st away--about 250 miles and 1
beyond.. &cientists know very li le about this region. Only
rockets and radar have reached e exosphere so far.

Write this statement on board. "Living things need air to function

Properly."

What does this statement say.and:Adoyou agree with it?. W4 or.why.
no.t? (D4scuss and.give examples.) -'

LANGUAGE ARTS:

READING: From your research reading today prepare a repQrt on
either the earth's atmosphere or kw living things use
air to f4nction properly. You will read your reporits.to
the class when we are finished.



SPELLING:
Dictionary Skills:
Take your aZphabetized spelling list and do further study of
your AIR words. Use your dictionary and mark the accents and
syllables, then write the sound spelling and meaning of as Many
words as you can before my buzzer rings.

Let us dd the word liquid together. Find in in your dictionary.
On what page*ve you found it? In what column and what are
,the guide word onthis page? Tell me how to divide liquid in-
--to.sybeables. (Demonstrate on the boarO.)

= lik'wid,-a substance that ienot a solid or'a gas.

There will probably be more than one meaning fdr each word,
but you need, write only one meaning. Add these wor(fsto your
glossary. t.

- At the end of your specified time hav46a'class discussion.
Some students may show at the board= what he has learned about
one of his words. ,

-ENUISH:

MATH:

Read some air riddles to,the
Examples:.
, 1. What is it,that you can touch

But can net fevl;
That has no sike nor shape
But stillis real?

2: You cannot see it.
. You cannot taste it.
You cannot smell it.

4

And--you cannot live without it.
.Elephants and tigers,
Fish and birds,
Butterflies and snails,
Even snakes and worms--
No animal caA live without it.
No pZant can live without it.
What is it?

Let the class compose a short riddle together, then-direct e-ach
student to compose his own air riddle. When completed, let
them work in pairs,.editilfg each othet^'s work. Share with the
class and place corrected riddles into their folders.

Sometimes air is hot, sometimes it is cold. Sometimes cir is
.moist because there is much water vapor in'the air. Sometimes air*

is dry. What would cause it to be dry? (There is very little
water vapor in the air.)

,
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The air aroUnd us changes from day to day: Qan we.feel these.
changes? How couZd we measure these changes? (Byolsing thermo-,
meters.)

A.

FrOm your research reading you divovered that cold, dry air is'
heavy and has a *high pressure and warm-air is light and hae a loo
pressure. Where would we find the warmest air in.our classroom?
Where wOuld we find the.coolest air? r
What do you suppoee.carries the clouds of moisture that bdcome
rain? (Air)

What is wind? (Moving air)

'What is weather? (Clouds, winds, storms, rain, etc.)

Describe our weather today. (Discuss).

Bou]Pcou)d we determine the temperature 6f-the air outside our
'Classroom? (By placing a thermometer,outside.) Two.volunteers
take a thermometer outdoors and note the change of temperature
from that in the room.

- How could we find out phat the temperature waa in ChimejOeyester-
day? (By checking the weather.section in daily^newspapers.)

How much do you suppose ihe tempera,ture changes each day on our
school ground? Bg using a thermometer and a daily newspaper, let
us investigate.

-

4

1. Use a thermometer to measure the air temperature outside our
room four times each day. Do this at9:00 A.M., at 11:00 A.M.,
at 1:00 P.M.; andat 3100 P.M. Do this for 4 days. Xiep re-
cords of.our findings. Different volunteers will do the check-
'ing each time and'report to the class.

2. Use the'weather record in your daily newspaper to find out the
low temperature for each of the nights.

3. Make a. griph of these temperatures. (If graphs have not been .

studied yet, thismould be a good time to introduce this skill.)

4. Keep a reEurd of wiiethe the sky Is partly eloudy, clOudy, or
dor,:

; SCIENCE:
`-;

Me 8a144arlier todlay'th;;t livi,ng things need air to function pro-
perly. Do you really need.air? Let's try an experiment to see
if you really DO need air. '

Experimeft51 Pindh your nose and dla86-4jokr.mouth while I count to
S. ZO. Now teZZ halyou feel without a supply of air.

Discuss. '
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Try holding your breath as.long as you can. Raise

,your hand when .you need "to breathe again.

Feel your body and find your ribs. How notice,how--
.your chest eXpands when you inhale and coaracts
when you exhale.

Could you kill yourself by holding your'breath? (No;

you would faint ani0 automatically start breathing '

Hoy long coutd,you live without air? (Brain damage

begins in five or ten minutes.)

The atmosphere is made up ofmany gases mixed together. What are

the two gases that make up most of th.eair? (Oxygen and nttrogen

Some'other gages ue in the air in 1?erA,small amowits. Oxygen

could be called tRE 'Alas oY life". whpl. (Without tt there would

be little or no Ito on.e&rth.). .

- f, ',
Show,a greet/ plant. This green plant needs.somethf.ng from the s

air.' What 1:8 it? (Carbon dioxide, a gat found in the air.)

W_does thss plant take in carbon dioxide? 4 10
i

Z
4 f

Distribute green 1.,eaves for the clarss to-44filine, along with the

'plant. .
, .,,

Green plants have tiny openings on thetr teaves which can take in
- ,

bon diOxide. The plantcmixes the carbon dioxide with water te
sugar or fb6d for growth. The procesq.by wkich plants use

h water alcarbon dioxide to make fbod is called photo-
synthesis. . / i

What does this plant put into the air that humans and an-ImIls need?

(Oxygen)
:

What do humans and animals put into the air that plants need?

(Carbon.dioxide..)

How is.oxygen, the "gas of-life", formed so that animal life will

.have a sufficient supply? (Discuss) Oxygen is fbrmed by"the °

process orphotosynthesis. 'Most of the oxygen in our atmosphere

was, made by either greet plants growing in the earth, or tiny

green plants called photoPlsankton, that grew in ocean water. These

tinj plants produce well aver half ofEarth's oxygen.

'.Animals breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbondioxide. Green

plants absorb carbon dioxide and giDe off oxygen and small amounts

of carbon dioxide. This way plants and animals supply needed gases

for eachother.
4

Experime4:7 (Filan4 need air)
Place a piestic bag over a plant to cut off.all eir. What do

you predidt will happen? (It will die. ) Why 40 you make this

40
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prediction? (No air is reaching the plant.)

Obser:ve for several days and record the results.

Show a picture of plants and animals. Explain what is
happening to the air.

SOCIAL STUDIES:
Materials: Newspapers, Air notebookt, drawing paper, Oaste,

scissors

Directions: Cut out from your newspapers all stories Oka: have
to do with weather. Mdke a map of the United States
showing in what states or cities this weather is
occurring. We will shareyour other AIR articles
and you will paste them into your AIR notebooks.

Use two days for this lesson.

MUSIC:

Listening to Brass Instruments.

Silver Burdett's, Making Music Your Own, Gride'4, has the brast
instruments illustrated on page 19.

Discuss the names Of the brass instruments. Perhaps someone
knows how a tone is produced. (The player buzzes his lips into
the mouthpiece and causes the air inside the tube to vibrate.) _

Listen to a musical recording and try I() match the sounds to the
brass instruments.

Suggested record:
Dance from Folk Suite -- Lyndol Mitchell

This music was composed for.a quartet of brass
instruments -- two trumpets, a French horn and
a trombone.

This record is included in the tet of accompanying
records for Making Music Your Own, Silver Burdett.

ART:

Materials: Colored paper, drawing paper, crayons, glue, scissors

. 'Directions: Make an illustration that shows the earth and the.,
four layers of air in the atmosphere. La,bel each

layer. Add any facts or information that you know
about each of the layers.

41
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"Lying Things Need Air"
M ke a picture to prove his statement. Use any of

ltte art materials you wish. You may want to work
ith a partner and make a mural.

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY: Distribute the evaluation test for this lesson. As they complete the

work sheet they could work on any.,of the suggested activities.

SUGGESTED
EXTRA

1. Construct a model of a leaf sect4on. Use-clay, styrofoam or foam

rubber. Show^by color'or other method how and where the leaf pro-
duces oxygen.

2. Find out what "air" is made of. -

Which chemical elements are present?

3. Draw or paint a picture of'an earth in which there is no oxygen
and no carbon dioxide:

A"

42
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EVALUATION FOR LESSON 4

DATE NAME

WHICH IS BEST?

Circle the .bas*4E.answer tO complete each of the'following sentences.

1. Another nwe for tht ocean of air around the earth is

tapor,-4 gravity atmosphere ocean

2. '111i...atMophere is divided into

oceans spheres wind

, 3. We live in a layer of'air called

ionosphere exosphere

weathdr:

troposphere 'stratosphere

Airplanes often travel in the stratosphere because there is

more oxygen , more gravity better weather warmer temperature

nitrogen ammonia .; oxygen carbon;diOictdi'.%

t'

5. These are the two gases that make up most of the atmosphere

TRUE OR FALSE?

On the blanks write T if the sentence is true and F if the sentence is'fal.Sdy'

1. t When is moist there is much water, vapor in the air.

can see and feel changes in the weather, but we never hear.any changes.

3. The high temftratLires' in the ionosphere would be unbearable to man and are

caused by themoon. 0*
I

4. Most of the oxygen in the atmosphere was made by green plants.

.5. Photoplankton are green plants that grow in wooded areas..

I"can measure the air temperature.by using a barometer,-

7. OXygen could be called the "gas of life".

.8. The tiny green plants OA grow tn the oceantiproauCe over.half of earth's oxygen.

. .

9. "'Green plants need Carbon dioxide from the air.

10. We_could live comfortably if there were no green plants.
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(Designed for 3 days)

CONCEPT: Air works for us, but
ship Earth is limited.

MATERIALS: Kit Materials
Transparency of story

starters

Thermometer
Straws%

FIRST DAY

4

PROCEDURE:

A

LESSON 5

the amount of air we have and clan use on Space-

Non Kit Materials
Overhead projector
Dictionary for each student
Writing materials
Air notebooks
Air Resource Center
U. S. wall map
Newspapers
White construction paper 9"x12"
Variety Of colored tempera paints
Volunteers from-5th and 6th grade

insti-umental class with their
wind instruments.

r!,L.

.ORAL LANGUAGE

What would be your guess as to ,whether. or-litat,Plere. are enOugh

supplies on Spaceship Earth to maintainndefinitely? What
two supplies do you consider the most '''eirtlitie?' (Discuss)

Would you.like to act as a crew member or as a passenger aboard
Spalphip Earth? Why? Which do-you consider to be the most
impOlitert?" (Discuss)

acientiats feel that soon all life will come to an end aboard this
Spaceship unless the crew takes quick action! Living on any Space-
ship requires the crew to-use life-support materials wisely and
make them last as long as possible. (Discuss, give examples from
our space program.)

Our supply .of air is limited.

Do yo(ul'ee4.that

(DiScuss)
s is a true statement? h?hjj or why not?,

If)

.Write the Wbreilesource on the board.

What is this word-and what does it mean? (Any iupply that will
meet a need.)

What are some natural resources that we have on Spaceship Ear

Do you consider air a-resource? Why?

Not too long ago air was considered to be a renewable resource, of
the environment, It was believad that the supply of.pure fiveh
air was practically inexhaustible. In itecent years man has come
to realize that he is rapidly polluting this inexhaustible air.
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Yesterday we Zearned that only, the bottom layer of air surrounding
.Spaceship Earth is dense enough to be useful. What Zayer is this?

(Troposphet-e)

Then.thers.is a very smaZZ area in which we live'. It extends onZy

about one mile above and one mile below the earth's_surface. What

is the name of this small area? (Biosphere)

Whatproduces the oxygen that humans and animals need from the
air? (Green.plants.on land Od-Ohotoplankton in the water.)

lire there ways that these plants could be destroyed? .(Discusq

If these plants were to destroyed in Zarge numbers what would
happen to the air on Spadfthip $arth? (Discuss)

How are'thesi jkants being destroyed? .(By water pollution, IV
clearing the land and building shopping-centers,, factories, more
roads, etc., and by forest fir4es.)

READING

:We use air alZ the timel1 in many wayai.,.::AVliworkS for us. Air
is elastic.

-,Beilan these statements be true?, %Discuss,

"In your resecirch reading2.today you win find facts.that wiZZ both
explain and provethese.truths.

SPELLING 4.

Materials: Copies of Spelling puzzle, Keyword Puzzle, pencils,
dictionaries

Directions: Distribute to each student a copy of the Keyword Puzzle.

Today you wiZZ soZve the spelling puzzle titZed Keyword PUzzle.

Read and discuss directions with the cliss.

When you have completed the pussZe, choose some air reZaied words
that you consider important and that you want to include in your,
gZossary. Look up their meanings aa`enter them in your gZossary.

ENGLISH

Materials: 'TransparenCy of

Directions: Read the story
selects one of
writes a story

4 7

3 story starters, writing materials

starters. together. Each student
the stOry starters, illustrates and
of at least two paragraphs.



When completed, work in pairs, editing each other's
work. .

Transpare includes:

STORY STARTERS

1. Drifting on a Cloud

-What could be Softer than a *cloud? Take a ride
on one and see. How did you get on? What.dg you
see? How will you get off? 4

Try these words:

drift travel arial atmosphere
float fluffy . billowy view

The Wind

Think about the wind. What does it.sound like?
Write a story about the wind causing..destruction,
or sailing ships, or flying kites.

Try these words:

roar hurricane tornado cyclone
sound pressure whistling velocity

3. The Big Bubble

You are walking home from scho61, and suddenly a
big bubble lands at your feet. It wraps itself
around You. It lifts yOU up in.theair.. Write
the story of what happened.

-*.

Try these woeds:

huge filmy'
giant smooth

bubbry
soapy

For the Second day, students record the teMperaturp:OfAne41
outside the classroom.

Use overhead 06jector or blackboard es yOu preseq story probleMs
_ighlch are related to air, wind or air -pollution.

.

Examples: A catamaran isasailing through the water at 15 miles
per hour. The Wind blowing on its-sails is moving
twice as fast. How fist is the windmoving? (30 miles
per hour),
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SCIENCE

5-4*

One inch of rain can be equal to 10 inches of MOW/
Suppose your-area had 3 inches of rain. on a fairly
warm day in winter. How much snow could have fallen
if the temperature had been lower? (30 inches of snow)

The average summer and winter tempdratures in San
Francisco are 63°F and 50°F. In Denver they are 86°F
and In Philadelphia they are 77'F and 34°F..
Makee liar graph showing the summer and winter temperer
'tures in these cities. Use different colors for the
,summer; ,and winter temperatures.

Some thermometers are marked in the Fahrenheit scale.
Others are marked .in the-Celsius You.can change
Fahrenheit readings to Celsius readings by using this
formula: /

C 5 x (F-32) 9 (ric ,thitt,board)

t 1FJ
Suppose,your thermometer, had a .1...e4uN.;!ti....:212SPS Using
the forMula, what would be your reeding 4i n' de4rees C?
(100 degrees)

1.

Write the word category op the board.

What is this word and what is its meaning?
system of classification; a class.)

(A division in a

Air works for us in so many difftrent ways, it would be.h6lpful
if we couLd list them by categories. What categories would you
suggest? (Discuss)

Suggested Categories ana lists:

1.

2.

Air -helps provide transportation.
Pushes . sa i 1 boats

Makes a jet #lane zoom off
Hel ps a gl idet ,fal 1

Aids parachUte
Dirig4bles travel through the air..

Moving air works.
Turns windmills to. .0ump water and grind:corn inter/heat into

flour.
Changes the surfadelof the earth
Carries seeds and-pollen.
Business4eople such as owners 'of gasoline stations, car

dealers, etc. use wind ,to spjn colorful displays
Helps make soil. Wind blows broken pieces off the rocks.

It blows rock pieces against Aach other. They grind *to-

; gether like teeth, getting smaller and smaller, eventually
becomdng soil.

4 9
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Squeezed air wprWfor

5-5

JAir is 'squeezed when it is pumped
into something. The moek-air that
is pumped in, the,more the eir'is
squeezed.) .7

Used in brakes to slow down-and stop the turnihg wheels of
trains, trucks, buses, airplanes and -cars'!'-

Used in heavy Air &ills to brepk up streets,and roads for
repair work.

Used in sand-blasting machines to clean outside walls df
buildings.

Jewelers use it itliOr bulbs to blow away dust in watches.
Gardeners use it in,viastic containers to blow powder on plants.i
Spray painting guns help painters.
Musicians use it when they play accordians.
Tires are pumped up 'with squeezed air.

4. Ajr supports fire which works,for us.
Fulliges burn' to keep'us
Campers use campfires for,coOking.
Barbecues cook food oltdoors-..-
Capdles give light and decoration.
Most engines are run by power from some kind of fire.
Fire.helps make things we use. Things madejrom plastic and
metals are made with the help of fire.. .:

Smokers use matches or lightys..,
-

* 5. Air works in Zile homes. .,.

DrTes.clothes, outOors,or, efecteic dr,yers.
PuS6es dirt into vacuum.cleaners.
Egg beaters beat air into eggs and batter so we can bake.
Pushes liquids up into straws so we can drink milk, soda, etc.
Makes medicine go up into medicine droppers. ,

Air conditionerskeep us cool in,summer.
Hair dryers dry our hair.
Air mattresses for-slee ing.
Helps empty fish t w em-it,heeds cleaning.
Dip tubes can tak ects out'of- watO.

rth beautiful. .

1 birds could-not fly,
eve beautiful plants.

olltuion.
sue's rays striking' the

Air makes'Spaceshi
,14ithout air beautif
-%Makes it;posstble t

..°:4rings in freth,
li:Carries away and

The coldrs-of su
atmosphere. _

The soundssand
Insects fly throig
Air bringsthe,rein.
The' siin shines Or
Air brtingsjleaut,1
Protects friik

' Helps
tar dust falling,through space.
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7. Some toys work because of air.
Pinwheelt
Toy.gliders. and planes

Kites
Varietebf balls
Balloons
Pop ffins

AWin tires for bicycle; and
Blowing' soap bubbles

Air.is necessary to sustain life
Oxygen tankk)fdr patients

Oxygen tank; for divers
Oxygen*to*pressurize planes:*,
Air is pumped into divingliell as men work under water.
Air in °submarines. --

Rafts used to save lives.
Mouth to mouth resuscitation
Plants grow to produce food and oxYgen for man and animals.

-8.

w#9ons

0

9. Air 4s weather.
Weather is the
any one time.
lives:

con"dition of the air over a certain region at
It sH important to us all It can affect our

'Ckir, masses -- Air usually moves 4n large bodies _called air

-.1nasses.
. ., ,-

Air moves clouds. A cloud starts out as moist ait. ,As
this air cools moisture begins to form tiny drops.. They
cling to bits of dust in the air. :They roll up like
smoke. Clouds at night act like the'covers ori your bed--
keeping%the air from losing much of its heat, so on a
cloudy- night will the eir temperature drop much?- *When
there are many clouds during the day some of*the sun's
rays will not reach the earth. Will the temperature,

.

rise much on such days?
Changes in kir pressure,-or weight of air pressing on the

earth, indicate a changetn the:weather. -Wen the air
pressure fal15, warmer weather:w llurain ts usu#11y op -,-

k
its via,y. When' air pressure is, 14 itormylqefitherifollows but clearing may be oli7d: 'Ava.9:' Many instruments

help the weathernien in his itUdit_Of the weather. Thermo-
meter measures temperature of the air. Barometer measures

..air.pressure. Weather vanetells which way the wind is

t blowing. Rein- gauge measfts rainfall. Anemometer

rtleasures winTilieed. HygrOMeter measures humidity, or
moisture content of air.

.

Divide the class into nine groups. Eac,h group will be assigned
one of the nine categories you have discusted with the class. If

they complete a study of one category, they may elect to do another
if time permits: .

s
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You will do r48earch on the category-assigned to your "group, When
,your research is completed, design one or more eriments that
will prove some facts within your ;ategory. Yo information and
experiments may include any infbrmation which you think is import-
ant.

. What are some matekals you may find heZpf4Z in making your presen-
'tatiOn to the glass? (Pictures, drawings, any of-Ur film strips
whlch you have preViewed.) '7

. For your experiments you may use materia4e from'our classroom, -

from the kit, or bring needed itens from home. When your reseOch'
and exper:Iments are cqmpleted, deede on two questions which yoU--d
think the class should be able tb answer after hearing your pre-
sentation. The questions can be tAlopor-fblpe, or multiple choice,
with three or fbur choides. EXample:

We can find squeezed air in
rainclouds bicycle tires'-

Wite out your questions, along'with, the correct answers and g14
them to me. When we have,completed our AIR unit, Wee questions
wiZZ be included in a test to be given to the classi

57.7

The.suggested list'of reference books will provide good material
for this lesson.

SOCIAL -STUDIES

Conclude yesterday's lesson.- showing weather conditions on,U.S..
. map.

MUSIC ,

k.
.

If you have jfinstrumental Music program in yoUr'building, in-
vite the instrtictor and some 'students to come to-your room to'
demonstrate how soundS are produced on Wind instruments, both
the woodwinds and brass. Encourage a OW* and answer session
while the demonstrators are itill With

Stimulate their creative thinking .bY liking; Cozad you make a
type of,wind instrument? Think aboist.this. W640 materials might
you use? Where could you Zook to find heZp or tdeaa to perfbim
Such a project?'

There may be volunteers Who would be interested in doing research
reading and attempting to make a wind instrument.

ART

Materials:. Straws, white cOnStruction paper 9°x12"...black tempera
paint, a liariety.Of cOlOrt.

52 1r
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Directions:
We have discovered many ways that.we use air and many ways
the, air works iWus: Today we wCll use air wheivme Work as
'artists. 4an yo4 think of anY ways we could use air as we

.. make a picture? -.1Discust)

k 4

Straw paintings look strange. You will''need.white or colored

paper and a straw. .Use one or more colorsOf'paint. Pdur a
little paint on pour paper, then begin to blow through the

straw. Blow on. the paint, chasing the fiaint al/ over-the
paper by blowing on it Do not blow too hard. The paint will

make little lines. You may make lines'all over the paper. The

more lines you make, the fancier it looks. The pfaint must be.

dry before you hold up your Painting.

a-

_ANN
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Date

LESSON
(First Day)

KEYWORD,
?

PUZZLE

Name

. -To find the two key words read theldtterv in the key.

CLUES

1. A property of air, -- air
takes up

2. A gas found -in the air.

3. This kind of ocean surrounds
the earth.

.4. A property of air -- air
exerts

Another property of air --
having no smell.

6. This property of air is
an antonym for visible.

7. A property of air --
having no taste.

8.. What man does td the
air.

9.1 One way animals use 6.

oxygen.

10. A state of.matter.

7.

11. .These Kids are friends
of plants and animali.

12. Plants put this gas into
the air.

',KEY

1. p_

2. n

3.

4.

S.

a i

e ssure

ta--s te

8. -p0 11

9.brea1, MEM

11 . Ec
12 xyg

Write two Sentences using the .key words,

e s'

ss
te s

he
qu id
MEM

Ki d

n
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SECOND DAY

'READING

Smallitroup study and research on
yesteeday. Use the visual aid center
have been set up in the room.

SPELLIVG

nade in Science class
IOUrce library which

Add more Words and definitions to.theie glossaries.

ENGLISH and ART

Rewrite their stories after they have been cotrected. Illustrate
their stories. Shire with class and place in,folders.

MATH

°This is the third day for recording the temperature of the air out-
side the classroom.

Continue story peoblems as presented in yesterday's lesson.

Example: A tqrnado destroyed 576 buildings in Virginia, 243 in
Ohio, 1,079 in Kansas and 806 in Missouri. How many buildings
did the tornado destroy in that one day? (2,704) How many more
were destepyed in Missouri than in Virginia? (230) How many more
were destroyed in Kansas than in Ohio? (503) If you know the
total number destroyed in all of the states, how can you determine

-the average num*er destroyed in any one state? (2,704 4 = 676)

Tomorrow you will create a story problem relating to Air. Perhaps
A4 you can write one at home tonight and bring it to Math class to-
1V morrow. As you wrg.te your problem try to include more than one

process, addition, subtraction, multiplication and/or division.

SCIENCE

Assigned ups work together doing research and gathering materials
for their experiments. '

SOCIAL STUDIES

Share their maps and news stories. Discuss the various news
articles, making camparisons and deductions as to why there are
differences in wather throughout'the United States. Al

55
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THIRD DAY

READI,NG
. . ..:.

. i
.

. .

Continue working in assigned groups, doing their researoll. Near
the close of the period some groups may be ready to make their
presentations. The others will present their ddringeScience class J

later today. . 4
*

4F r

SPELLING

Continue working on their glossaries.

111

4`.

As they complete this assignment they may begin to design
spelling puzzles and games.

.40*,

Suggestions:. desigri a crossword puizlfbo password game, scrambled
words, game of lotto, riddbits, aim sentences to be unscrambled
(example: pressure Air weight has exerts and). Encourage theM
to use their spelling-list pertaining to Air. Work with partners
or in small groups if they wish.

ENGLISH and ART

Those who have completed their stories and illustrations may work
on suggested extra activities.

MATH

Wo

S.

This is the fourth day to measure and record the temperature out-
side the clasiroom.

Yesterday I posed story problems relating to Air. Who has a story
ready to present to the class today?

If no one is prepared, give theaclass time to write a,story prob-
lem, then volunteers may use the overhead projector or blackboard
to present his story to the class. Class members.will solve the
problem et their Aesks.

4

SCIENCE
4

Groups will make their presentations to4the class.

SOCIAL STUDIES

If you have secured a speaker foo tomorrow's lesson, review with' .

the class who it will be, and what que/tions could be asked.

Suggeeted lesson if you have not /ecured espeaker:.



*
EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

iUGGESTED
EXTRA .

ACTIVITIES:

4.

5-12

You will work in teams and act out charades. Ybu will act

out something that air does fbr us and other class members
will try to di8cozf what task you are representing. Divide

the class into team of about 5 members each.

Edit the questions submitted by class members. Go over the tests with

the writers if changes are necessary. Compile the questions into.one
test to give to the class.-

Their presentations, too, will serve as an evaluative activity for
this lesson.

1. Look up the differerh k nds of clouds. Make a large mural' shawl.

the main kiRds orclouds. Place the c1ou04 at different altitudes.
Make labet! sAing the altitudes and names of the clouds. Show

the kind o Ahether that comes with each cloud.

2. Observe the-liky twice a day for a week. Make a record of the kinds
of clouds that appear in the sky each day. Make a note of the kind
of weather that comes along with the clouds and the kind of weather
that follOws. -RePort to your class.

3. Design two pictures. One will show w t air does for us today,
the other,willshow'what Air will do for us 20 years from now.

PUse your imaginatiOn and be Creativ designing things that have

not happened yet,

4. Look around your house and your garage.. Make.a list of everything

that uses air to make it work.

visv
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LESSON 6
1

CONCEPT: Polluted air is air that contains impuryities. Most air pollution, fs

causdd by man and harms life and propeOty on Spaceship Earth. .

MATERIALS: Kit Materials .

Transparencies:
1. Particulates-aousel4Ust

- 2. Particulates-Train smoke
. 3. Gases-Cars and Buses

4. Caveman . e

5. Temperature inversion
Candle
Tile
Tweezers
Glass slide \
Vaseline
Magnifying glass

, Flashlight

PROCEDURE:

°C.

157

ORAL LANGUAGE

Non Kit Materials
Overhead projector
Air Resource Center
5 bean bags or 5 small baqs

of yarn
Writing materials
Air, notebooks
Clay
Tape
Vacuum cleaner (from janitor)
Facial tissue
Dirty furnace filter
Piece of nylon stocking
Cardboard frame
Guest speaker
Making Music,Your Own, Gr. 4,

gilver Burdett and accompanying
records

Art materials: crayons, water
colors, cut paper, materials
for collage

Listen carefully and write down the answer to this riddZe:

I seem Zike notliing but I have weight.
I have no color, no smell, no taste.
You can feel me, you can push me,
Without me you would live in a silent world.
I am necessary; I am dangerous.
You control me--I control you, 6

I follow you4 you follow me.

What am I? (Air)

Did you ever hear anyone say, UI am going for a drive in the clean

country air?" What did they mean? Is the country air always clean?

Is it dirtier than city air? Why? (Discuss)

Does anyone have another Word for "dirty" air? (Pollution

For many years people thAght air pollution was caused only by

smoke and soot. Now we know that polluted air contains many other

things. Let's investigate and discover what polluted air contains., °,

You.could show any related visual aids AX this point. Follow with

. a discussion.

grame-
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There aiie tvo main groups bf air pollutants, particulates and

gases. Particulates are made up ofmany tiny particles. Thesa

particles are too small to be seen by themselves. We'can see

them when there are many of%them together. What are causes of

particulates? ,Discuss. (Smoke, soot and dust) Show transpar-
encies, "Particulates - House Dust" and "Particulates - Train

Smoke".

What are some gases that pollute the air? (Sulfur dioxide,

carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons) What puts these gases into

.the air? Discuss.

The burning of coal and oil,puts sulf4r dioxide into the air.

Gasoline engines give off carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons. These

gases are hantiful to living things. Show transparency - "Gases -

Cars wild Buses'.
-

Which of these tvo main groups of air pollutants is easier to see?

(Air pollution caused by particulates. Air pollution caused by
harmful gases is often hard to see, and, because these gases are
hard to see, they can be more dangerous.)

When do you suppose man began.to pollute the air? (Discuss)

Show transparency, "Caveman". The first time cavemen built a

wood fire to keep wal,m was the first time peopU dirtied the

atmosphere. Smoke and soot 'from these fires polluted the air.
Only-a small number of people were living on the earth, so their

fires did not dirty the air very much.
.

.(
When and how, then, did our Spaceship Earth begin to have sersous

air pollution problems? Discuss.

As the earth become more crowded with people, more fires were

needed. People learned to use coal and oil fbr fuel. But burning

these fuels put more harmful materials into the air.

As time went on, our industries began to grow and people fbund more
ways to use machines. They discovered how to get more power from

burning various _gals. What were invented that needed to burn these

fuels? (Trains, automobiles and airplAnes) 'These changes were
a great help to people, but they made the air dirtier.

Where does electricity come from? Discuss.

We know that elOtricity isn't ma0ic and that is doesn't grow on

power lines. Power planO burn much fuel to produce electrical

energy. MUoh of that f4el goes up in smoke, polluting or dirty-

ing the air.
.

What do you see in our chussroom that uses electricity? (Electric

lights, overhead pftjector, filmstrip and film projectoN electric

clock, etc..) 0

What electric, apPliances do you have in your home that cause air

pollution bebause they use'electricity? (Possible answers: electric

5 9
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amoa

tooth brushes, 'iron, stove, egg beater, washing machine,,clothes
dryer, hair dryer, can opener, clocks, vacuum cleaner, lights,
electric typewriter, toaster, refrigerator, radio, T.V., etcli

LANGUAGE ARTS

READING

We will do research reading on the various types of'air pollution,
their causes and what is keing donevto-prevent such pollution.
Prepare repor4p, and in tTese reports add a paragraph telling howl
Eco-Kids can help clean the air on Spaceship Earth. We will use
kqtdo days for reading and preparing reports. The third day we will
read and discuss the reports. zs:,64

SPELLING

1 Word Throw

Divide the class into groups of 7 members each. Place each
group in a different part of the room. One member stands in
front of his group and tosses a bean bag 'or small ball of yarn
to,4 child sitting in the halfcircle. As he tosses the ball,
he calls out a word which the catcher must spell. If the :.

catcher spells the word correctly, it is then his turn to tOSs
the ball. If the catcher cannot spell the word correct*, the
tosser picks another child, tosses the ball to tNe, new chtld,
and repeats the word whiáh has not yet been spelred correctly.
This is repeated until a child answers with the correct spell-
ing. He then becomes the tosser.

2. Stop and Go

Each chila draWs on his paper a street leading to a stop sign.
Divide it into many blocks. At a signal, everyone writes as
dany AIR words as he can remember, one word in each block. At
?he word "stop", each child counts up the number.6f words he
has written. One with most correct words wins.

Scramble

On the board, scramble some of the Air words. Lel the class be
detectives and unscramble the words. Those who finish before .

you say "stop" can earn extra points by writing sentences using
any of the'words.

6 0



ENGLISH

Haiku is a Japanese form of poetry in which syllables are counted.
..The first Zine contains 5 syllables. The secona'has 7, and the
third has 5.

Write this poem on.the board or overhead:

Smog
Stinging at your eyes .

A grey blanket.in the skies
Product of progress. ,

Read the poem togetller and chbck the.number of syllables in each
line.

What kind of poetry is it? (Japanese, called Haiku)

What form of art did we use when we made our birds? (Japanese
form of art, using folded paper)

What are some other titZes pertaining to air or weather that we ,

could use as we compose a Haiku? (Rain, Wind, pollution,'air, etc.)

Let the class select a title, and together, compose a Haiku. Write
it .on board or,overhead.

Instruct the students to compose one alone, or work together in
pairs. After the poems are edited and rewritten, share with the

'class and place into their folders. They may wish to illustrate .

their poems.

MATH

Students wiamplete their graphs showing the air temperat .

the past four days.

Answer these questions:
1. What was the highest daytime temperature duning the 4-day

period?
2. What was the lowest daytime temperature during.the 4-day

period?
3. What was the greatest temperature change during any one d y-

and-night period?
4. How did the clouds seem to be related to the temperature

each day?

SCIENCE

Go outside and look at the sky, (or use classroom windows).

Is the sky cZear or does it seem hazy or. dirty?

If it does not seem clear, what do you think made it dirty?

6 1
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' Ifthe dir is blowing.would the air be cleaner than on a day 'with
no. pind? Why? (Yes, the Wnd'would carry away the pollution )

is raining does the air seem cle.:aner or dirtier than wh n it

,.
'is dry? Why? (Rainwill wash.away the pollution.)

Abu have you discovered what effect weather has on.atr pollution?
Biscuss. (Rain and snow wash away impurities, wind blows it away.)

How does warm air help poltution? (Air rises and takes impurqies
'along with it.) Where is warm air and what causes it _to be warm?
'(Air near the ground is heated by the earth's surface. This
heated air rises arid is pushed up by the heavier cool air.)

If you placed your han4,9per a hot radiator what would you discoVer
. about the movement of the heated air? (It rises.)

,

,

'What happens to the wei4ight and temperature of the warm air as it
rises? It becomes heavier arid cooler. Then, it sinks back down

to the ground.)

What-happens to it when it is near the earth's surface again?
(Becomes heated and rises.)

,

, The motion of the aiI, wag once able to pick up ahd scatter.the
pollutants in the airi- In some places many autom6biles and in-
dustries are cr- ed together, and the motion of the air cannot

15n WhremoVe the po0 tslait enough. at happens to the air in
these- Naces?! ( t is always polluted.)

We kno6 tiawarm air rises and takes impurities with it, but
sometimSegikes isn't possible, Let's try.to uhderstand why this
isn't alwa'ys Possible.,

As inversion conditiols are Oplitined shoW the "inversion" trans-
parency': Inversion means::-that soMething-is upside down. An
inversiln .1,gyer of air.iq lot, air that is formed'at a fairly high
altitudd.:110.hotter thmn the airnear the earth's surfaceand
cauies the air.near,th6 Surface to bejtrapped where it is. -It :

cannot rise because the air !above it is hotter than it is. Nitrogen
dioxide ald unburned hydrecarbotIS brillPe'ttrapped for days at a
time: Thss iecatled.a,steriaper#ure inversion and:during this in-
version the air beaomes'iore and more pothOd. Why? (Potlutants,

near the ground are p'apped there.The'lla air cannot riseJ

What damages*? 984 8.4/5/340he8i.ofo o caused? DiScuSs.

Temperature inversions have' CauSed (7s'atli83n4Oly large cities. . In

1952, 4,000 people' died .frdn'air .pgl'utiOns?nllour days in London,

England. In 1948, 6,000\peopl.ein PiAn8yt4,ania-became ill, and 20
died from air pql1pcqon. ie.a'killer. Besides \

causing death' to peole Vhat otor di* 'ie cause? (Kill s pl ants

and animals. Ruins uiltings, clOtties and'belongings.)
4 f

What is smog and)z41 iS-x4.formed? 4,iscuS:s .
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SUnlight "cooks" the mixture of hydrocarbons and nitrogen dioxide

0
formed by gdsoline powered engines. This "cooking" Makes o.ther
gasds whidh are called stitog. It is found most often in 6unny
climates where there is heavy automobile traffic. Is it present.
during a temperature inversion? (Yes)

4w

Have you ever been in heavy smog? Where How did it make you
feel? (Eyes begin to burn and run and breathing becomes more
difficult.)

The more we pollute the atmosphere the more we hurt our elves% Do
you arvg,t with Ahis 4atement? Why? Discuss. e

Wow we will try some experiments to discover how air becomes
polluted and how we can determine what pollutants are in the ar.

Experiments:

1.- How Does Smoke Dirty the Air?
Materials: candle, tile, clay, matches, iWeezers

Procedure: Stand the candle in a piece of clay.
Carefully Light the candle.
Pick up the tile with the tweezers and hold it

about 1 inch abovethe flame. Xeep the
tile above the flame for about one minute.

Remove the tile from the flame, allow.to cool
and then examine the tile.

What do you see? What kind of pollution was made by tha
burning candle? What does this kind of pollution do to
the environment? Can you think of some things that put
thia kind of pollution into the atmosphere?

2. Air Contains Smoke and Soot.
Materials: glass slide, vaseline, tape, magnifying glass

Procedure: &near a gless slide with a thick layer of Vase-
line and tape it outside on the window sal.
Leave it for a,few days, then take the slide
in, put it on wpiece of white.paper and study
it under a'briqht light using a magnifying glass:

What do you predict we will find on ghis slide after we
bring it into the classroom? What:kind of pollution will
this be and what caused it to be iethe air? Discuss.

,

3. Air Contains'Dust
Materials: classroom and slide projector light

Procedure: Pull down the shades of the clasiivom, switch
off the lights and tu'rn on a flashlight or a
slide projector light. Little specks of dUst
will be dancing in they)eam of light.

63
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ight ci ethrough' the-windoki.

,. . .

.

èeizg in 0,2t. air? Phat,has caUsed.this
. .

be in thedir? Discuss. .7

Air Contains Dust.
Materials: Tank typer .aeuum cleaner, facial tissue,, mag-

nifying ts, fl as hl ight

Procedure: Take a tarik tYpe -vacuum cleaner and ,taplt. a
-'13iece, of tissue Over the end of' the hose. Hold. ...):,

, the,hose up in he air,and turn on the mach011.. 1

.
After several 'minutes, zwitch, off 'the vacuumt _., : I 5

ilemoVe the, tissue carefully, and look at i'4 , f-

under- a bright light with a magnifting, glds$:. t'

,

What pollution do we observe and where has it come fr
ri`

.'
e

5. Air Contains Dust.

Materials: Dirty furnace filter (a volunteer
to scliool)

'Rrocedure: Show a dirty furnace filter.

What type of piollution is this and what caused

."4

D

6. Cars CaUse:Air Pollution

ProCeatire: Count a specific numbei of qutomobiles.that go

:by you* house this evening. Note the number

with excessive exhaust fumes and report do

class. tomorrow.

aytbrpVicone

,

it?

7. Test for

Pi-ocedure

Pol 1 uted ,Air.

Aik each child to hang 'a cleahli*I1 handker-

chief Or Cloth on a clotheslihe wile or 'oUt

side hiS bedroom window ftp's 48 ilour* Ask them

to bring 10 their Cloths. Toxic then to. a

'bul 1 etih board. Are some 404.tier the. Others?
.Is air pollution heavier in some areas?

. Test for Damage tEekibrics.
:Materials: Piece Of nylOn stockqg, cardbcçard frame, tape

!:-ProCeaure:. Tape a .piece ofStiylon stocking into a card-

,
,board frame ahdohang 'it outside your classroom.

_ . ,

wtiidow. After a ltewxlays or. week, Oojeci it

with 'the overhead prOector. ,Do the same' after

!-
t*O Weeks and three. Weeks Note pollut$On-'

CALised detdrioratioh.

,
What do oti..preciibt wit4:haPpen to the-nylon stLcking?,
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, SUMMARY.

Anythsng that' burns, something "Fer-cause air polluion. Make
a list of-everything you can think of that causes air pollution.
Let us see who can make the longest List..°Compare and dis-
cuss the.lists when completed.

Lists can include - cars, buses; trucks', tractors, incinerators,
factories, power 'plants,,trains, air laneslOurning garbage',
forest:fires, camp fires, outdooe barbcues, all electrical,
appliances, etc.' '

4Air pollutson is hIrmfUl. How a'air pcibluton harmful? List'
as many waYs as jou carzthink of that air pollution is harmful.
Again, let us see who Can make.the Longest Zist. 'When completed,
compare and disCuss the lists.

Usts can include:
Kills and harms plants and trees, farmer's, crops and gar-
dens. Then these plants cannot produce the food th,ey need
to live. This in turn prevents production of food .for man
and animals.

Harms people, affects heart and lungs, causes coughing and
eyes and noses to burn and run.

Kills people.

Materials: nylon clothing and rubber products may 'fall .

apart. ,Corrodes metal and paint on buildings. Paper,
leather\and other furics are destroyed. Stone-statues

, and monuments wear down more, rapidly.

SOCIAL STUDIES

1. Your guest speaker witll jiialA his presentation.

'If you have not secured a speaker, this is a suggested lesson:.

REACTIONS (either oral or written)

You have been assigned to another country to report on their
air problemif.v'

1. Tell where yOu.gre and how a strong wind is affecting
the area. '

2. Tell where you are, what is causing heavy air pollution,
and how it makes you feel.

3. TelA.where you are and how the rains in this country
make you feel. What are the-rains doing to the area
where you are?
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MUSIC

Listening to Woodwind Instruments.
.. ,

Silver Burdett's, Making Music Your Own, Grade 4, has the wadwind.
instruments illu

i
ated on ,page 20.

lReview with the ilii:thd names of the woodwind' instruments. How
is a tone produced OVa woodwind instrument? (Blow across or in-

to the tube.of thci*strumentarid the air polomn'inside the tube
is set.in vibrationldech producei the.tones! As with,.the brass

instruments, differeepitches are'created by.changirig4.the_length
%.

of the column of ai*4,iThis is done by covering the Wes with the
fingers or padded Ays). 0

Listen to a musical recording and try to match the eounds to the ,

proper instrUment.
-,'

6-9

Suggested records:
Chasse 4 Valabre Darium Milhaud

This.was composed for a woodwind quintet and is a
musical description of a hunting party. Listen for

the huntihg calls. 'The bassoon (lowest sounding wood-
wind) plays sounds that are like the panting of a k
hunted animal

Concerto in G Minor -- Antonio Vivaldi
'This musit does not tell a.story. The bassoon plays
a steady bass line which is easy to discern.

These records are included in the set of accompanyingsecords
for Making Mueic Your. Own, Bk. 4, Silver Burdett.

If you do not have access to these materials you may have records'
in yo14., School music library that could be-used for listening td
brass. d woodwind instruments. `

Ask if anYonejtae a recording of his own in which'wind instruments
can be heard. tdt volunteers bring a record tomorrow. The class
will listen to:these records and identify the wind instruments.

ARY

Time 2 days'

MaterialS: crayons, water colors, cutpaper, materials for a
collage, etc.

Procedure:
Discuss Air Pollution Posters and possible captions
ExaMples: Air Pollution Can Kill

People Versus Air Pollution
Wh00000's Got a Solution "to Air Pollution
Danger---FGLLUTED AIR----Handle wity Care
If. we Can-Tut a Marron the Moon weAan Stop Air Pollutio

Biscuss pOssible artmedia :(crayon, water colors, material ,

"4.1 . for collage, etc.)

6 6.
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EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

SUGGESTED
EXTRA
ACTIVITIES 1. Study the.classified'ads and write a job want i4 fOr.soMe'"air"

related job.

6-10

Plan their posters, decide on materials and prepare,a rough draft.
Collect materials they will need. Use,two or mores periodS to

complete the'posters. Plan to display them in hall' bulletin
boards or in the library. Ask the school librarian or some other.

C room to judge the posters for the most original and for the one
with Ihe best message.

'THE:AIR POLLUTION POINT
.

* ,

1e..il 0.:. ,.

someone.

'

,

Ywho'Cando.

Agogeke
Don'it close your eyes
to that smoking smo

';--,, ..$ack. Point:it
out to

something Py
about it

Write complete sentences to.a s er these duestionS.

-

Let us suppbse that you are visiting a large city on a warmsummer day,
and you find that the sun's.rays are not visible.

1. Why can't you see the,sun?
2. How.do/you feel?
3. What has caused this air pollution?
4. How are these pollutants'transported, or moved?.
5. What damage will this pollution cause?

2. What is the main industry 'in your town? How might the climate and.
weather affect this industry and its operation? Think of the
effects, good and bad, that this industry has on you, on air, and
on animals and plants. List these effects.

[-
Good effects, ,Bad effects'

On air

On you

On animals

On.plants

.3. Poetry, in Motion! .

Write a poem entitled "There's Something in,.the Ai ".

4. SPOILER
Defend man.,

Make a things that man hasnLt affected.

5. Go outside. Capture some clean air. 'Now prove that it isn't.

7



Designed for 2

.,CONCEPT:

LESSON 7

days.

Cortecting!'air pollution is both pOssi

joinFuture'Man, the .pTOblem solver as

to the Oroblems of the enVironment.and

.future.
e.

ble and necessary. Eco-Kids will

he develops creative solutions
to the quality of'life in the

MATERIALS: Kit Materials
Thanspar-encies:,

1..Ringelmann Chart
2. klectro§tatic precipitator

Rubber comb '

Piece of wool cloth'
h '1r

,

8

;4

, PROCEDURE: 'ORAL LANGUAGE
4

Air pollution 1,43,a serious problem. Man can clean up the air as

well as pollute it. Man is-the one living thin4 on earth that can

understand what ecology is and Can do zomething about it. The

plants and animals can only go on doing the same things. Man can

learn and mai& changes. Mhn is a problemsolver. He is a partner

in nature'and can make changes that will unprove our qual'tty bf

life in the future. What happens in the fUture depends on what

kind.ofpartnerhe continues t(; be.

Nob Kit Materials
Overhead projector
Resource Center
Writing materials
Air notebooks .'

Sheet of pa'per and chalk dust

Musical recordings.hrought.by
'volunteers

.- Art materials
le)(24" colored construccion

paper

Zet us make plans to join Future Man as Q. developS

creafive solutions to the problems of the environment and to the

quality of life in the future.

Letsus begin reviewing the types and qguses of air pollution. .

What are thetwo main groups of air pollutants and what,aauses

these poliutoants? Discuss.

Farticulatesii one group and is made.up of smoke, soot and.dust.

These partiautatee arecgused by factories electric power plants,

qt,..dme heatinpANpaciS and incinertors. The second group is harp-

fta gases..'3474r.dioxide is paused by burning o'f goal and oil.

4=Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons are caused by gasoZine engines.
oie . 44,

.

Flghtsng asr pollution isnnetd, One of the first trieloto fsnd

-,dut how much Pollution was Calling out of smokestacks wassfade over

7evears ado. '44 man named Maximiiian'Ringelmann made,:f,i0 sm4k4.

charts. Bach chart was printeden a Afferent shade cipplack.;.14e

6harti showed how'much fly ash,and 4ubtpere in the whelk. A per-

son could teZZ how polluted)the smoke ,04,by ho

up in tha. air to match fheir Caor with the smO

think is more Polluted -- ddrkOr ZiOWT71.970
transparency of t,he Riogelmann chartivA:

ta''

ou
cuss. (Show
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Scientists now have several ways of controlling smoke and other

particulates. For'Oample, giant, vacuum cleaners are often used
to collect dust frbm factories. ,The electrostatic precipitator

is also used to collect dust.

Show the transparency depicting the electrostatic precipitator as
you explain how it wors.

The Large box next to the gmokestack is the machine. It works like

a magnet. The fly ash and dust pass through an electric screen.

This makes the ashes and dust magnetic. The magnetic ashes and

dust pass through another eledtric screen. But this time they

stick to the screen like a magnet. When a Lot of fly ash gets

stuck to the screen, the electricity is shut off. The trapped

fly ash drops into a callection box. In our sciencelclass this
afternoon we will makg an electric air cleaner.

Some scientists try .to reduce air pollution by educating people
to use less fuel. Others work tal change the ftiels and the engines

that are USed. They also work on trapping the gases and particu-
lates from engine exhaust before they go out into the air.

.0

dir pollution can be cleaned up, but it costs money. Wbuld you

and your family be willing 6 help pay for cleaner air? Can you'

think of any aNzer ways that you could help? Discuss.

, LANGUAGE ARTS

READING

Continue reading and preparing reports on air pollution, its
causes,and how Eco-Kids can help solve this problem.

SPELLING

Select words from the Air related words that you wish to use for a

written test. Those with high or perfect scores may decide upon
some type of reward -- running a race out on the playground, game

of ball, free time, etc. .

4

This suggested type of test checks both their spelling and under-

, standing of the words:

Examples:

1. This is another word for the air around the earth.

atmosphere

2. The pressing weight of air against things on earth. /
0pressure

3. A gas found in thd atmosphere that plants and animals must
breathe in order to live. oxygen

4. A mixture of gases which surrounds the earth. air.

6 9
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5. Cendition of the atmOsphere, including wind, clo6ds'and
temperature. weather

6. Anything that has weight and takes up space. matter.

7. ,Water is this kind of matter. liquid
4t,

8. Air'is this, kind .5-f matter. gas

9. Your desk is,this kind'of matter. solid

.P

10. toyer of atmosphere nearest the earth. troposphere

11. Moving air. wind A

124/rThe laye'r of atmosphere above the troposphere. It has

almost no air, clouds or wind." stratosphere
w ,

13, Contamination which makes our 'air Unclean or less pyre.
pollution 9

A

a

14. These are champions of 411 thót is good. and clean and are "
friend% of plants and animils. Eco-Kids

15. Orke of theogases in the air which plants use. carbon dioxide

ENGLISH

Edit andlosemble all materials for their notebooks.:,They may wish'

to rewrite some of ttioir pages,.
,tfo

s

MATH

'Pose some challenging story problems for the class lo.solve together.

ExampleS:

1. Some jet planes travel at twice the speed of sound. . Some
of these planes fly at altitudes' of 5 miles. Sound at this
altitude travels at abubt 600 miles per hour. How faSt

would theie planes to traveling at this altitude?'
(600 x 2 =,4200'miles per hour)

-

2. Planting pine seedlings was a Scout project. The boys had

2,259 pine seedlings. They planted 9 seedlin6s in each.row.

-How many roils of pine seedlings did they Plant?
(2,259 9 = 254 rows). .

,

How did these Scouts join Future Man in improving the

quality of Zife in the fUture? (These trees will grow

larger each year and will put more oxygeh into the air.)

7 0
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3. The speed limit on some highways is,60 miles per hour.
Suppose a car made a trip from one city to another in 5
hours. The car traveled at a. constant speed of 60 miles
peir. hour. How many miles apart were the two'cities?

(60 x 5 = 300 miles)

Thie car caused .air pollutioit: What means of transportation
could have been used that would hal caused less air pollu-
tion?'

If time permits ask for volunteers to pose problems for the cipss
to solve.

SCIENCE

Is it true that there is alwaysthe &eerie amount of air in the
dtmosphere? (yes)

What happens when air in our area flows to another area of the
Earth? (Air flows in from somewhere'else.)

Why, then, is it so important that air pollution b ontrolled?
(Because all living things need clean air and the atmosphere will
never get more air than it now has.) -

IA° has caused pollutions and who can improve conditions on Space-
c,ship Earth? (Man is the enemy and'.only man can change his ways
and improve our world.)

Do you know of anything that has been.done t; control air pollution?
Discuss.

The Federal Government has passed laws against air pollution.
scientists are working tooet rid of wastes without causing'air
pollution. Igpentors are trying to design means of transportation
that wiZZ not segd fumes into the air. People are searching for
new ways of doing things so that all living things my breathe
clean healthy air that they need.

t

What causes the most air pollution? (Automobiles and trucks)

-There would be less airvollution if automobiles, airplanes, trucks
and.trains were used Zess. Do you think people can learn to'need
or wagt las transportation4A.Discuss.

.
,

,

Are there times when*you and yoUr family could use your car less
. ihan yOu presently do? POssible answdrs: Share rides with,neigh-

bort, walk when possible, use bicycles, tam car motor off when
car is not moving, etc.

it - ,

Earlier today we learsed abbut.a machine called,the electrostatic
precipitator. ;To see how 'his works we can make ak electriq air

p cleaner.
. 14

7 1
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Materials: Hard rubber pocket comb
Piece of wool cloth
Piece of paper and chalk dust

Procedure:
Volunteers demonstrate:

Put a small bit of dust o'n a piece of paper. Rub the

comb a few times with the wool cloth. Touch the comb

to the dust. What do you predict will happen? (4

9

What happens?
0

After a few minutes, what happens to the dust on the comb:x

Why? How is this like the machine, the electrostatic pre-

cipitator?

How is electricity produced? (By clowerTplants thht burn fuel that

puts particulates into the airs)

In yesterday's lesson you listed electrical applianCes that are

used in your home. Today make a Zist of those that you think you .

could give up--thus heZping to prevent less air polZution. Compare

lists.

Make a list oi"ways Eco-Rids help in the air pollution problem.

Possible answers: 4

11 1. When asked to rake leaves in the fall, suggest that a

compost pile be started instead of burning the leaves.

2. Remind n1l1es and neighbors not to buill trash., Old

- Christm trees can be used in several Ways--even as

bird feeders.

3. Share rides with neighbors. .

4. Walk whenever possible.

5. Use bicycles when possible instead of asking for rides in

the car.

6. If the incinerator of an apartment house, office building

or factory is making the clothes on the line dirty, com-

plaimor suggest to your par'ents that they do so.

7. If you see dirty smoke rising from a stack, tell your

parents or teachers.

8. ,T4rn off lights when they are not needed.

44 Don't ask forOelectrically powered toys.

10.1 Use electric appliances only when netesSary.

11. Wilte letters'to parenis tellihg howlhey, too, Can' help

siop ail,pollutionl

72
.
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What typed of workers are needed to help Future Man keep our air
clean?. Li the careers you think wouteelp do this work.
Discuss.

Possible
1. E.gineèrs to build.dams and sewage systems, so that garbage

will not be burned. Water, as well as air, Must be'kept
clean or the plants in the water that produce oxygen will
die.

2. Chemists to'test'air.and water to see ,if they are safe.

3. Researchers to discover' new ways to makejir clean.

4. City engineers and planners, to plan cities and towns so
factories and dumps that might pollute the air and water
are not built near homes.

5. Inventors to,design cars, buses, planes and trains that
will not send fumes into the air.

4

6. _Scientists to find meys to get rid of industrial wastes°
,without polluting the air.

Perhaps one day you will enter one of these useful fields of work
and will create solutions to the problerds of the environment and
to the quality of We in the future.

Think about this and tomorrow you will choose one of these occupa-
tions for.your. lift work. What will you do for your city 15 years
from now. By that time you will have,completed your education and
will be working as Future Man, developing creative solutions"to
the problems of the environment and to the quality of life in the
future.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Choice of:

-

1. Field trip to radio or television station or to a local
newspaper.

2. If a guest speaker made a Oresentation yesterday; discuss'
and summarize the, lesson. Write thank you letters.

3.* If no presentation was made yesterday, this is a 'suggested:

* .T\

PROBLEHLSOLVINO: 0

Divide.the class-into small groups. Give each. ,group a la

,problem to discuss and sctlate, making a presentation to
the class when completed., 'Or you may want them to work
individually, writing.their ,solutions:

v.0
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1. You.are the owner.of a factory that is causing much
pollution. Should you close down your.factory and
lose money and put others out of a job as well?

What is the best solution?

. You are a manager of a largfkairport. People in

the-area complain that your.iirplanes are polluting
their air. What are you going to do about It?

3. Your car is causingpollution in your community.
This is your on1Si means of transportation. What

should you do about it?

4. Gasoline buses are used for public transportation
in your city. They, are becoming quite old and

causing more pollution each month. What could be

done to solve this problem?

,2

MUSIC

, Listen to recordings brought to school by students. Try to identify

the various wind instrumetits. Be prepared to play a record from
your school music library in the event no class members bring re-

cords.
%

. ,

Reports from any class members who may have done research reading
on how to make a wind instrument. Share their prsducts if they ,..

have made an instrument. '

ART

Complete Air Pollution posters.

Begin to design permanent covers for their Air Notebooks.
As you pZan a cover for your notebook what are.some things you may
want to include on the cover? (A title, name of author--written
and-illustrated by some type of illustration.)

What.are some interesting art media that you could use? (Qut paper,

painting,' drawings, colored chalk, objects from nature-, etc.)

4

YOU have put much work into these notebooks and now you will want
oto design an 4nteresting and iffei.ent type of cotter. Be creativel:.

You may start it,tod4 and u e an art period_tomorrow to complete "

it. Think about how yoi wi want to fasten your notebooks to-

gether. What could you uel (paper punch, yarn;rtbrads, staples,
r t

etc.) mow

Pass out,paper for oteba
7

.

covers letting each student select

color

n

I
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SECOND DAY

LANGUAGE ARTS

1: Share reports from research readip0Vproblems of air pollu-
.

tion and ways to solve these problems.

Correct errors made

!

Complete covr for

,

Assemble and. coil

ScIENCE

in yesterday's spel test.

riotebooks.

e,Ajpgpoteltioks
I/74.
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40'

' Yeiterday we .talked labout the fields ce.pork',for put4ii0
. he develops' olution,S, to .the .problems qf the' 2enVironmene:044'to .

-the quality of li.f n he: f4ture.'' -T$7,hat4ipere-,tfzeie'doxi4Ree Brief
review)

.

.

p

,

YOur forrgal.edUcation told 4ra1ning are com leted and you are Future
Man working to''Improkthe environment and .quality of life on Space-
ship Earth., Choose 'Vrie, pf 'the field's of .work., '1.70ZZ whtzt y ou will
do for the enviiionment . ,e, Be creative .- invent, something we do not

.

have today-; Any amount 24' moley is available: to you, -Rea

'prove the quaZ4 of liA, on 2'paceship Earth.. Share 4hd.,e-,-.
, .

f .

their writino tt 5,4k

11104 ...

EVALUATIVa.
ACTIVITY: 1.

-
'Their- re

and tow
eval uat fve

Completed

earch redding on air ,peillutiOiv:-its 'cauivtrs'
hel p sol ve I the. prethl em, v4111!',ertfe'at an

4..

.4ed

inforMa ron e eTectili,'

bed?' Mha .Ar&the problem
1 A 4,

-'

016
i

ut::.,. Design% lapeT bikttoyi.with a s ebple
!t,he nees1 tb l'eciode air pollyt*

3; Plan ,a tra'biportation syste ,Z our,dlty for theAlear 200::*4.1hat
effeCt willoit, have On 'energjel% :and 'air polluticin? 4

. _ ,

-;.,.. e . . ,' , : . ,4,.4, '' :.::,..1::.
''

go outside ithd'find joy in youlitinvironmentAre ehergyyand:air.
..,pollution,InVolved in any of these? List!them;:
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